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Dedication
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About The Book
"Revive My Total Man" is a classic, scriptural and experiential
Christian literature that is packed with Spirit filled epistles of the

author.
Here, indeed, is a journey into destiny. This is a practical book to
the core and the experiences shared here are not mere stories but

are all true.
Reading this book is like dipping yourself into fire, you will surely
"burn afterwards"!

Christian Nwoke
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Introduction
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Introduction

Revival will not come unless we become walking portals and
living epistles through which God can birth His divine programs

on earth. Before God sends us forth into the world, He first calls us
to be with him and to dine with Him. It is in the dining that He
feeds us.

In John 21:12, Jesus had to beckon to his disciples to "COME
AND DINE". Peter was in that very meeting dining with the Lord.

It was after he had been fed with matters of eternal relevance and
burden for the lost that the Lord commanded him to feed His

lambs and sheep. Note that God's commandment to Peter to feed
His lambs and sheep came only after he(Peter) had been fed first
not prior. He had to be filled first before he could refill the world.

Yet, in today's dispensation, I see many men wanting to feed
nations with well prepared human philosophies and organized
programs and crusades without first eating from the Lord in the

Dining Room. Excuse me sir, how can you feed a dying world
when you are empty yourself? Selah!
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Introduction

Little wonder while Martha who was all over the place trying to
organize things complained to the Lord that Mary wasn't helping
her out, Jesus told her bluntly that Mary had chosen the one thing
that was needful and it would not be taken away from her. Friends,

while Jesus is happy that you are organizing crusades and winning
souls for him, PLEASE DON'T NEGLECT YOUR OWN SOUL!
Learn to go back to the dining room with Jesus to be fed!

You cannot be spiritually hungry and malnutritioned and still be
dispensing spiritual food at the same time!

There's a beckoning to come back to the dining room!
Revive My Total Man is a very vital book for today for every

believer.

Juliet Christian-Nwoke, Esq.

(Wife of the author).
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Chapter One

THE FIRE OF A LIFE OF
THANKSGIVING
“Thanksgiving is the key to entering
into the courts of God”
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The Fire of a Life of Thanksgiving

For some years now, I must confess that I have never gone out
without going on my knees and committing the outing to God.

Also, I have never returned home without going on my knees
immediately and thanking God for bringing me back safely.

Even when I get home and get carried away by something, my
knees somehow mysteriously begins to feel it must bow in a
prostrate position to God and this immediately reminds me of the

need to do the needful (thanking God for a safe return). My wife
and all who have lived with me are witnesses to this and this

happens several times in a day and I sincerely don’t get tired of
thanking my Elohim (My Creator). It is now a permanent habit for
me to give God thanks for such things that seem little to us but are

such great blessings.

Beloved, I know you are addicted to making supplications to God.

I know that you have also mastered the art of spiritual warfare, but
can we learn the art of thankful dependence on God alone?

13
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The Fire of a Life of Thanksgiving

The realm of thanksgiving is a place God cherishes to see us live
permanently in. God wants us to depend on Him alone daily and
give thanks to Him daily. He wants us to be addicted to

thanksgiving.

"That I may publish with the VOICE OF THANKSGIVING, and
tell of all thy wondrous works." Psalms 26:7.

Beloved, you can join me in this thanksgiving campaign to God,
because He alone is merciful and faithful to daily keep, preserve
and bring us home safely even unto our final return to His eternal

Presence on that final day (Heaven).

SHALOM!!!

MAY THE BLESSED HOLY SPIRIT QUICKEN US TO MAKE
THANKSGIVING OUR ETERNAL CULTURE.
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Chapter Two

THE SIAMESE TWINS
CALLED PRAYER AND THE
WORD
“There are two things you cannot separate in
this kingdom: Prayer and the word.”
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The Siamese Twins Called Prayer
And The Word

I must confess that there were times I went to a spot for prayer
purposes, and with my tongues rolling, my spirit will still feel

empty. I press and press at such times, still I feel no access.

All of a sudden, the still voice of the Spirit within me will say,

"Stop for now until you soak yourself in some verses of the
scriptures, catch the revelation and return hither“. Ahhh! I hate
time wasting, so, I just carry out the instruction and meditate on

the Word for a moment, and I find out that I return with deeper and
stronger prayer energy with "ACCESS GRANTED" written all

over my prayer atmosphere.

Beloved of God, it is on this basis that I am propelled to teach you

how not to waste your precious prayer time on vain words. These
are Siamese twins that no doctor or preacher can separate either by
philosophy or by doctrine. There are no spiritual Ben Carsons to

separate this Siamese twins. From the foundation of the world,
these two were born inseparable. The twins to whom I refer to here
are called Prayer and the Word.
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The Siamese Twins Called Prayer
And The Word

It is sad that your prophetic mafias have exchanged the use of the
Precious Word of God during Church services to taking hours

calling your phone numbers and underwear colours…

Hours

gone...yet no explanation of the beatitudes or parable of the sower
to the mammoth crowd that only came to seek for mammon not

the El-Elyon. This is a generational shame indeed, and some of
you have been secretly sponsoring this shame that brings eternal
disgrace!!!

Even the foundational Apostles of Christ could not separate Prayer

and the Word. Listen to what Apostle Peter had to say "But we will
give ourselves continually to PRAYER, and to the ministry of the
WORD". Acts 6:4.

I see another generation of young Apostles here with us, making
thousands of Proselytes through metaphysical teachings of human

philosophy, and mere stories. THEY GIVE NO TIME FOR
STAYING ON THE WORD. I weep for this very generation.
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The Siamese Twins Called Prayer
And The Word

Their messages are spreading with talks of immortality when they
haven't even digested the immortal words of life into their spirit let

alone to impart it into the spiritual DNA of their disciples… This
generation celebrates shallowness... I weep for my Israel!
Gone are the days when preachers will teach the book of

revelations and the congregation will weep in penitence and
genuine repentance. Mafias and bandits in cassock have hijacked

the Church of Jesus Christ in our time, but we are fighting
to take back the Church. Remember how Jesus chased them out of
the temple during his days? Oh! may the Holy Spirit overhaul our

hearts once again to contend for the kingdom gospel.
"Beloved, when I gave all diligence to write unto you of the
common salvation, it was needful for me to write unto you, and

exhort you that ye should EARNESTLY CONTEND FOR THE
FAITH which was once delivered unto the saints." Jude 1:3.

To you reading this epistle now, I see you struggling with lack of
fire filled prayer points. Even when you mutter words in prayers
they seem dry and you often witness this experience.

18
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The Siamese Twins Called Prayer
And The Word

The problem is simply because you lack the revelation of the Word
of God in your spirit man. The inward man is just empty and void!

Haven't you been empty for so long now? Please, it is now time to
confess this so great infirmity to God and be delivered right away.

Praying without the revelation of the Word of God is like raising
your voice in shouts for a signal to someone afar and yet even the
people near you cannot hear your echoes talk less of the shouts.

Selah!
I want to confess to you that I hardly can pray without the Word.

Anytime it seems like my prayer flow is becoming dry, I run back
to the bullet of God (The Word, the Bible) and then i reload it into
the gun of God (Prayer) and guess what? THAT DEVIL IS IN

TROUBLE AGAIN!!!

If God be for you even the devil cannot but help you. His

resistances and his temptations will push you into the place of
destiny soonest, as you FIGHT WELL!

19
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The Siamese Twins Called Prayer
And The Word

I hardly teach on the pulpit without opening the scriptures and
breaking down a revelation from the Bible that the congregation

can run with in Prayers after the teaching.

Listeners of our

teachings at GAG SERMONS can bear witness to this unto the
Glory of God.

Thanks to God's Servant, Charles Haddon Spurgeon, for making
me love my Bible more dearer and for the inspiration given to him

by God to write the Morning and Evening Daily Devotional (1st
daily devotion in the World) which heralded my practice of staying

on the Word of God.

When you see spirit filled Preachers that will always love to open

the scriptures with you, appreciate them in times like this, because
many have graduated from using God's Word on the pulpit to
using vain words and godless chatters. There must be a scripture

on whose wheels our prayer drives. Blessed heart! Bless God!
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The Siamese Twins Called Prayer
And The Word

I don't deny the fact that many persons out there can pray without
a scriptural drive, but the truth is, Prayer gets most potent when it
drives on the wheels of the Word of God.

Understand this and understand it well! Get your Prayer points

direct from scriptures or by sincere revelation from the Holy
Spirit. Too many Prayers in scriptures to Pray and here is a
generation chasing rotten bananas because some false prophets

have turned them to medieval monkeys. Have Mercy on us oh
Lord!!!
This one thousand prayer points we do daily without the breathe of
the Spirit of God in it has no profit at all. Even when we Pray with
God's Word we must also ensure that we are in sync with the Spirit

of the Word.

This is now time for retrospection and introspection. Check

yourselves and let's confess our faults to one another. Why have
we left our daily Bible study and meditations?
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The Siamese Twins Called Prayer
And The Word

Why?
Why are some of us even ashamed to walk the street with a paper

Bible even when going to Church. I weep for this generation
again!

A generation that preaches prosperity without biblical principles. I
weep for those who will be left behind at the imminent Rapture.

We must individually and corporately fear God with the genuine
repentance of the heart and soul! If you will do well in the school
of Prayer, please become addicted to Bible meditations.

Gradually start it as a habit and get addicted to it (Bible reading).

Please, learn to do this. And when you do, make sure it becomes a

habit for some weeks and from there it will become easy to live in
that reality. I fell in love with my Bible when God brought me

close to the teaching ministry of Charles Spurgeon. Can you please
fall in love with the Bible as God has brought you close to the
teaching ministry of Christian Nwoke?
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The Siamese Twins Called Prayer
And The Word

I know you once loved the Bible but you act like you and the Bible
are both divorced now. Can you please go back to this divine and

pure first love again and take the relationship more serious this
time?

Can we develop this holy habit of daily meditation on the Word of
God again as we once used to do? Do this and the spirit of Prayer

shall begin to fall upon you daily like the rain. Read the Bible
recklessly and pray in tongues recklessly.

Through the ballistic combination of Prayer and the Word, I want
us to corporately get the devil arrested in our generation and that
without bail this time around. I confess that without the help of the

Blessed Spirit of God we would have been no where today.
What then is finer than a tonguing lips and a scripture meditating

heart...?
"It is like the dew of Hermon descending upon the mountains of
Zion". Psalms 133:3.

Mighty Shouts of Hallelujah!!!
(With the voice tone of Reinhard Bonnke).
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Chapter Three

THE POTENCY OF PRAYER
“Every choice vessel that was ever used by God in

both past and in our contemporary times were
known for one thing, “they were men of prayer”.”
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The Potency of Prayer

"And When They Had Prayed, The Place Was Shaken Where They
Were Assembled Together; And They Were All Filled With The
Holy Ghost, And They Spake The Word Of God With Boldness”
Acts 4:31.

It doesn't matter what you may have believed or held as a view
about the art of Prayer, I would like you to know that the potency

of Prayer can never be over-emphasized.
Every choice vessel that was ever used by God in both past and in
our contemporary times were known for one thing, "they were

men of Prayer“.
There are three strategic potencies that can be derived from the

above aforementioned text and they are:
1. REVIVAL
2. HOLY GHOST POWER and;

3. UTTERANCE.

1. REVIVAL

"And as they had prayed, the place was shaken..."
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The Potency of Prayer

It is only when men give themselves to Praying for revival that the
ends of the earth will SHAKE into repentance on its four cardinal

knees. Our congregations will shake from sin and worldliness into
salvation and holiness when we learn to Pray. True prayer is what
births the miracle called revival. It could be that the disciples
continued with other daily Church activities, but yet, the place was
NOT SHAKEN.

From the pulpit, Apostle Peter must have told stories upon stories
to the early Church, and yet revival did not fall, just as majority of

our today's Preachers mount the pulpit of fire to tell boring and
soul icing stories that causes no heart stirrings for revival.

You want to know the secret to congregational shaken (revival)?
"And as THEY PRAYED, the place was SHAKEN where they had

assembled together...”
PRAYER IS KEY TO EVERY PAST, PRESENT OR FUTURE
REVIVAL.

"As They Prayed...”
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The Potency of Prayer

Evan Roberts the great Welsh revivalist was awakened every
midnight at 1:00 A.M. to be taken up into divine fellowship. He

would pray for four hours, and return to sleep at 5:00 A.M.
Thereafter, pray from 9:00 A.M until 12 noon. This is huge, this is

sacrifice.
The Revivals from his pulpit influenced all other revivals that
came up in Europe during his days. Every Man Of True Prayer Is

God's Choice Agent For Revival. Can I shock you sir? Do you
know that the men who were catalysts of the Azusa street revival
were first influenced by this Welsh revivals of Evan Roberts? The

fire was caught in Welsh and taken to Azusa streets to burn.
The unknown secret of all powerful prayers is sacrifice. Prayer
demands sacrifice of comfort, of self and of time and If you can't
sacrifice these three, your rewards will be few.

2. HOLY GHOST POWER
"...And they were all filled with the Holy Ghost...”
From the day of Pentecost until now, the fire power of the Holy

Ghost is only given to men on the Altar of Prayer.
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The Potency of Prayer

Prayer is what ushers in the Holy Spirit power into our lives, not
mere wishes and emotional tears that wouldn't lead you into

Praying.
John G. Lake waited upon God in Prayer and Fasting for six days

as was divinely instructed by God and his baptism in the drum of
the Holy Ghost fire was something that no ink can pen down
rightly. His life was so filled with power that pointing at a

blasphemer from his pulpit, the man fell under God‘s power, and
when he was revived, he confessed that he felt the strike of
lightning like electric currents go all over him as soon as John

Lake pointed at him and he outrightly repented towards God
afterwards.
The Holy Ghost power fell on the early saints "As they Prayed". It
was as they prayed that power and fire fell, not as they played.
This power will bring same effect on us today if we can but give

ourselves to prayer.
"But we will GIVE OURSELVES CONTINUALLY TO PRAYER,
and to the ministry of the word" Acts 6:4.
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The Potency of Prayer

Have you given yourself hitherto to Prayer? For Prayer to have
visible and evidential results in our lives, we must GIVE

OURSELVES to it. Giving ourselves means sacrificially
dedicating our time, energy and comfort to its course. Practice the

art of Prayer and you will live to glorify God.
Hallelujah!

3. UTTERANCE
"...And they spake the Word of God with boldness."
Prayer is key to receiving spiritual utterance and boldness. Apostle

Peter, a man that once denied his Lord even before a little maid,
could now stand and speak boldly before the high priest and other
spiritual leaders in Israel without fear.
This same kind of boldness was what enabled Martin Luther to
resist the Papacy and the Vatican sales of indulgences and works

of penance as a means to salvation.

Salvation comes by having a living Faith in Jesus Christ and this is

not what money can buy. True faith in Christ is that which saves
the eternal soul. Hallelujah!
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The Potency of Prayer

Prayer is what ushers in divine boldness into the human soul.

Divine boldness is not climbing to the top of Everest's height, No!
Divine boldness is getting right down on your knees and Praying.
Are you ashamed of declaring Christ crucified to men? It is simply

because:
1. You are not Saved yourself.
2. You lack the Holy Spirit's power. (Need for heart
introspection).
"Hitherto have ye asked nothing in my name: ask, and ye shall

receive...” John 16:24.
It was as the disciples prayed that the Holy Ghost came upon all of
them and they ALL received boldness to preach and to declare the

Word of God without fear. This means that "All" who pray for the
manifestation of the Spirit's power in their life will get this power
from the Spirit, nothing less.

You must know that there are many hidden kingdom potentials
that lies dead on your inside. It as unto a wellspring that can only

be unlocked with the fiery keys of importunate Prayers. The
Potency of Prayer is eternally inexhaustible. Glory be to God!
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Chapter Four

THE PRAYER LIFE OF SMITH
WIGGLESWORTH
“Addiction to prayer is the holiest
addiction in the universe.”
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The Prayer Life Of Smith
Wigglesworth

Some people met with Smith Wigglesworth, the great Apostle of
faith, and desiring to know more about his prayer life they asked

him this question:
“Smith Wigglesworth, we know you to be a man of great faith and
miracles, and we know that through you God has wrought mighty

miracles as many dead have been raised, blind eyes opened, deaf
ears opened too, to mention but a few.
Please tell us sir, how long do you pray every day?"

The Apostle of faith replied, “I don’t ever pray any longer than
twenty minutes.”

Now this people were in shock and surprised.
“What?!!!” they exclaimed.
...And just after pausing for a moment, Smith Wigglesworth

continued, “Yes, but I never go twenty minutes without praying”.
Interesting encounter this is!!!...but please we may need to learn
this.

Many people will read this and say, "we said it, all these people
spending hours in Prayers are just wasting time, it's not by long
hours".
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The Prayer Life Of Smith
Wigglesworth

The truth is, you will also find out that this same people who don't
spend hours in Prayers don't even have lively spiritual breath

grasp, neither do they maintain daily prayer contact with God as
Smith Wigglesworth had and did.

Many excuse the flesh in matters like this.
Praying long hours is great, Praying unceasingly in few minutes

like Smith is good too...but get a pattern and maintain it...and
remain consistent as the Holy Spirit leads you. I want to share my
own pattern with you now, perhaps, it may both inspire and bless

you too.

Irrespective of how busy my day seems to be, I still find myself

severally going down on my knees to mutter prayers of
thanksgiving to God.

I may even be talking with someone now at home and the next
thing is that I am on my knees very briefly to mutter a
thanksgiving prayer and then up again to continue the discourse.
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The Prayer Life Of Smith
Wigglesworth

I am growing in my addiction to this thing called Contact with
God. It's a strong addiction that I will never recover from, even if I

try to stop it. This is because it has been built over the years as a
serial holy habit.

I pray without notice and this helps to sustain my spirit contact
with the Father of spirits (YAHWEH ELOHIM).
It is also known as Life in the Spirit… "...BUT THE SPIRIT IS

LIFE BECAUSE OF RIGHTEOUSNESS." Romans 8:10.
But then, in support of this, I have another prayer pattern I run
with daily and it will bless us.

In this season, I see the Lord raising many kingdom generals from
amongst us that will do far greater exploits than Smith
Wigglesworth.

IF

YOU

MUST

BE

ADDICTED

TO

SOMETHING... LET IT BE THE PRESENCE OF GOD. COVET
HOLY HABITS, NOT WORLDLY HABITS.

If I could teach people evil things when I was lost in Babylon
many years ago...Why shouldn't I teach people things that bring
glory to God now that I am STANDING FIRM upon Zion's Hill...!

Bless God!!!
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Chapter Five

IN THE PURSUIT OF HIS
PRESENCE
“Hunger is the beginning of all
righteousness”
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In The Pursuit Of His Presence

"My Soul Followeth Hard After Thee...” Psalm 63:8.
If you so desire to have a true spiritual walk in the inner realms of

divine consciousness and Prayer, this will do you great good.
While the Souls of the ungodly follows hard after sex, drugs,
money and worldly fame,...MY SOUL FOLLOWETH HARD

AFTER THEE!
In order to master and continually abide in God's indwelling
presence we must first crave for it through what is called Soul

Hunger. The drug addict has no rest until he sniffs his cracks,
likewise nymphomaniacs, they have no rest until their fire of lust

is quenched by any available whoremonger.
Likewise, the hungry soul that pursues after God is never at rest
and never gives up until that inner divine hunger is satisfied by

God's Presence.
The irony of it all is that, just as "...The Fire Saith It Is Not
Enough" (Prov 30:16) and keeps burning, likewise, is the state of

the hungry Soul towards God.
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In The Pursuit Of His Presence

Oh! What a blessed Soul this is! It can be filled but never satisfied
in its want of God and its pursuit of God, even when it goes from

the womb to the grave.
In the Pursuit Of the Divine Presence, Prayer is no more a struggle
but sweet fellowship. The weepings,...the strong cryings,...the

travails of the Soul as if the saint were a pregnant woman at the
point of delivery.

The fast heartbeat running like that of a Groom saying "I do" to his
Bride...! The hunger for God‘s Presence is the holiest department
in the existence of any living mortal. This is all about passion for

his Saviour and his Lord, nought else! When you find yourself not
able to survive even an hour in God's Presence through Persistent
Praying, it is a mark of fleshly satisfaction and a soul full of

worldly possessions.
NOW shalt the Lord deliver Zion and set the hearts of its
inhabitants ablaze for Him again! "For I will pour water upon him
that is thirsty, and floods upon the dry ground: I will pour my
spirit upon thy seed, and my blessing upon thine offspring"

(Isaiah 44:3).
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In The Pursuit Of His Presence

Be like Jacob who wrestled all night "UNTIL" his name was
changed from Jacob (a cheating sinner) to Israel (the chosen and

the blessed one of God).

When you experience the descension of God's Shekinah Glory

during Prayer, please do not quench the fire but say like Peter;
"...It is good for us to be here: and let us make three tabernacles;

one for thee, and one for Moses, and one for Elias." Mark 9:5.
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Chapter Six

THE SUPERNATURAL
MINISTRY OF JOHN LAKE
“In the realm of light, Prayer is the engine

room of all spiritual power”
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The Supernatural Ministry
Of John Lake

Amongst all God's Generals in human history, when it comes to
manifesting the supernatural, no one comes dear to my heart like

John Graham Lake, the Canadian American missionary to South
Africa.
John G. Lake walked in a revelational dimension of God that is

very rare to find amongst mortals today. The revelation of God He
caught was on the resurrection power of Christ. He strongly
believed without a doubt that just as his spirit is saved in
redemption, his body has also been saved from sicknesses and
infirmities.

This revelation was what empowered him to take up contaminated
dead bodies during a plague outburst in South Africa. Mind you,
these dead bodies were that of diseased persons who died because

of the infectious plague outburst in South Africa that is likened to
the Covid-19 disease of our contemporary times.

The thing was too real that John G. Lake, the Apostle of divine
healing openly summoned doctors to come and confirm and to see

that the virus cannot survive staying in his body...
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The Supernatural Ministry
Of John Lake

they brought all their laboratory equipments and took one of the
living germs (forgive my unprofessional medical terminology, I

studied history in school not medicine).
They took whatever it was that was responsible for the plague and
seeing it alive under their microscopic watch, they put it on the

body of the man of God (John G. Lake) knowing this to be highly
dangerous because the plague had no cure and a contaminated
person dies in just few days after the infection.
When it dropped on the body of this man of God (John G. Lake) it
died instantly as was seen under their microscopic watch. Alas!

Science saw God here.
Such encounters leads to a festival of miracles of salvation
amongst those who are near. Now I want to comment on

something very important here;
Babes will jump excitedly at the miracles… But kingdom sons
will be more interested in the "how" process! What made John G.
Lake deep in the supernatural? Trust me beloved, I have studied
John G. Lake's life and ministry for a long time (years) and I think

I can tell you his major secret.
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The Supernatural Ministry
Of John Lake

You really want to know what his secret was?
MAINTAINING A PURE HEART BEFORE GOD AND

SPEAKING IN TONGUES!!!
John G. Lake said praying in tongues is the secret to God's Power
in his life and ministry and he meant every bit of it.

He said the power of God moves all over his body LIKE
ELECTRICITY.
Praying in Tongues made him more dependent on the Power of
God than on his own Human abilities.
I caught this revelation while I was in Katsina State, Nigeria,

undergoing the one year National Youth Service years back.
I used to go to a mountain in front of the school were i worked as a
teacher to Pray and to fellowship with God in the Spirit.

While spending a great time there speaking in tongues daily at
even tide, I noticed something strange...herdsmen often came there
too, and I saw one of them reciting utterances from the pages of
the Koran into the open air, and I knew that they were doing this to
both contact powers and keep the territory under their spiritual

dominion perpetually, else, they wouldn't be wasting time on such.
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But you know that such power they contact cannot be the Power of
the God of Israel. While I was praying in tongues, they were also

doing theirs too. What I was seeing then was a battle of dominion
over territories.
Those Muslim guys that enchanted at the mountain seemed power-

filled after their enchantments as the spirit of their god possesses
them to become stronger. Sir, the reason for our territorial
powerlessness is because of our consistent prayerlessness.
We cannot be more powerful than our Prayer life. In the realm of
light, Prayer is the engine room of all spiritual power. No Prayer,

no power.
Do you love to be a vessel of miracle for God in this generation?
No prayer power, no miracle working power. Full stop!

I began to take praying in tongues more seriously, but I had to stop
going to that mountain to pray, for wisdom sake because the
Edomites were always there whenever I went and I later found
another place to do so.
It was during these times I started feeling the currents of the power

of God surging inside me like electric currents.
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Beyond doubts, I literally felt it and the currents began to spread
all over my body. Over the years it‘s been spreading and presently,

it is on the center of my head like a hot oil. I know so strongly that
it is the anointing.
I remember praying for a woman in Asia through phone and she

was screaming and vomiting and after the call, she asked me one
question, "How come the power of God travels via the telephone,
all the way from Nigeria to Asia?" It was mysterious to her.
But like I said before, the vehicle for miracle today is still prayer.
From the days of the early Apostles until now, God has not

changed as touching the working of miracles.
It is we who have changed, ever since we left the place of Prayer,
meditation on the Word and Fasting. If we can return to God,

miracles will return to us. God used this same Asian woman back
then to voluntarily place me on a monthly financial support for a
space of three consistent years then! Bless God! and this was a
huge blessing to our ministry as it saw to the monthly welfare of
myself and those living with me and this was also a landmark in

helping us do many things we do today. Bless God
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The Asian woman evidently experienced the power of God that
delivered her from hell and its wiles and vices, distance was no

barrier!
One very important and strategic lesson I learnt as I began to build
a consistent prayer life is what I will share with you now; finding a

location to express yourself to God daily. God taught me how to
find a location and daily retire there for Prayer purpose especially
at even tide.

Some persons prevail in prayer at home and I do thank God for

them, but for me, I prefer lone or solitary places and I retire there
at even tide, this gives me the best refreshment ever as I have built
consistency in it over the years.

I am sharing this because I want to see God have people do greater
things than the little I am doing. I don't believe in secrets when it
comes to stirring up men unto godliness.
"And let us consider one another to provoke unto love and to good
works." Hebrews 10:24.
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This retiring to a secret place is a huge secret in the ministry of
Pastor Enoch Adeboye and he does his as a prayer trek I.e.

walking lone distances to and fro praying. I heard his own is about
three (3) hours daily, not so sure about the timing for him, but you
can learn wisdom here!!!

Just like Paul the Apostle, John G. Lake spent a great time in
tongues daily and I also think we must emulate this and make it a
daily life pattern. One thing this man of God always emphasized
was "Paying the price".
Some lazy individuals that fear prayer today have become

prophetic mafias, using diabolical means for miracles because they
fear to come to their generation through the right corridor of
power.

These certain children of Satan are now everywhere deceiving the
weak minded! Our problem is that we are actually staying busy
doing

nothing, that's why we pay these

gangsters for

miracles/deliverance and patronize their expensively sold spiritual
water, salt, oil and amulets.
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A foolish generation we are; without spiritual senses we have
become. I well acknowledge that there are genuine prophets out

there, and one of the ways to know them is by their fruit of
genuine holiness...
They do not sell any special thing like amulets, water, salt, or oil at

a special price unlike the prophetic merchants of hell who are
servants of their own belly which is become a god unto them as
they merchandise the Gospel of Christ the saviour. Such things as
this, didn't happen in the ministry of John G. Lake. Merchandising
the Gospel is not of God.

With all due respect but with zero apologies for speaking Truth, if
we Prayed more in tongues, we could command these very
miracles we seek and receive it genuinely and this will leave some

children of Satan cum Prophets to do their ministry alone with
their demons. We waste precious time talking to friends on talks
that don't yield anything. Please keep fewer friends.
Spend more time engaging in spiritual activities like Prayer and
the Word. Spend time speaking in tongues and you will walk in the

supernatural more than what you see on TV, no doubt!
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Many things you see on religious TV are staged events (bitter truth
I tell thee), but when you Pray more in the Spirit, you will birth the

real miracles.
Oh! I didn't say you shouldn't honour men of God.. Please do
honour us as is the Will of God...Especially those servants of God

whom you know to be genuine. My emphasis is that you should be
discerning to know those who are truly working for God because
the perilous times are upon us.
I remember having a disturbing ulcer during those seasons in
Katsina as a result of much fastings and I got angry with the devil,

locked myself in the closet and before I came out of the wardrobe,
ulcer was murdered by the Spirit of Life operating in me. Till
today, many years after, it never showed up because it was

murdered and it died indeed Bless God!!!
I curse sickness in your body now and I say to the foundations of
diseases in you, DRY UP IN JESUS NAME!
"But if the Spirit of him that raised up Jesus from the dead dwell in
you, he that raised up Christ from the dead shall also QUICKEN

YOUR MORTAL BODIES BY HIS SPIRIT that dwelleth in you."
Romans 8:11.
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Someone needs to increase the volume of his tongues now.
If you can't pray in tongues, please bless the Lord in your language

of understanding.
This is my confession:
I MUST TAKE UP THE VOLUME OF THIS MUSIC (PRAYING

IN TONGUES)
The music has to be loud… Ohhh, who cares if I seem to be
constituting nuisance to those around me when tonguing in the
Spirit? We wouldn't care no more! Will they be there when the
armies of hell are set in array against this precious soul of mine...?

Ohhh come on!
OH, COME UP, THOU VOLUME OF MY SPIRITUAL
TONGUES.

It's time to Pray more...it's time. The true confession now is that
this is the right time to find a location for tonguing in the Spirit.
(I can see a holy flame burning all over your spirit man now).
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I do release you now to go and find a location for tonguing with
the core vibration of the Spirit of Life, and I prophesy to you that

you will see the right location and shall return to testify what Great
and mighty things God will do in your life as the Spirit of Prayer is
permanently activated within you. Hallelujah!

TAKE UP THE VOLUME OF YOUR HEAD SET WITH A
SPIRITUAL CHANT FROM GAG SERMONS...

LET US PRAY!
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THE MAN GOD USES
“If God will use you, he will first hide you”
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"And The Word Of The LORD Came Unto Elijah, Saying:
Get Thee Hence...And HIDE THYSELF By The Brook Cherith..."

1 Kings 17v2-3

God in sundry and in present times is never in a hurry to use any

man to display His power and His glory to the world. Just like the
Goldsmith, our Lord tries His vessels properly in the fire before
use. Elijah who was to call down fire in 1 Kings18, Was asked by
God in verse 17 to HIDE HIMSELF. The time of hiding is
synonymous with the time of draining and purging. The time of

hiding is likened to the time when all the world is separated from
the choice vessel, and it seems to him as though he is deserted and
separated from his own Lord.

Loneliness becomes his breakfast even as he is separated from
men to eat from the beak of the Ravens.

The man God uses, in his hiding place, equips himself with the
sacred drink from the Brook Cherith (Holy Ghost & Power) & The

food from the Ravens (The Word of God).
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I happen to know of many young believers who felt one or two
workings of the move of God in them and before God could have

them sit down to learn of Him, they had rushed into the Ministry
to handle microphones. These men were not fed by the Raven (No
depth in the Word of God), neither had they any drink from the

Brook by Cherith (Infilling of the Holy Spirit).

Such men are destined to fall off Jericho's height. No wonder, we
hear too many cases of habitual profanity in the Christian ministry.
The journey of our calling is too far, so, Elijahs must needs eat

much bread of sound doctrine and defecate the excesses of old
wives' fables and worldliness. Here is a call to holiness of Life.
Again, Elijahs must call down fire on the Apostate Prophets of

Baal, therefore, they will need to know what the liberty of the
Spirit is, in other not to be bound by the iron chains of bondage in
legalism. This is a call to Kingdom Sonship. The man that God
uses is the same man that He bruises. The man God uses is the
same man that walks alone in emotional deserts, having to eat the

bread of meditation and drink the grape wine of Persevering
Prayers.
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The man God uses is never in a hurry to be sent by God, rather, he
tarries in His Jerusalem praying and Watching until God catapults

him into the ends of the earth by the descension of the Pentecost
Power.
Many vessels never hid themselves by waiting on God's timing,

but were rather in a rush for earthly fame and glory, thus, they
showed themselves from Babel's height and great was their fall
into the eternal fires of hell. Has God called us? Then we must
wait until He sends us. There is a huge margin between the time of
Calling and the time of Sending. Had Elijah not waited on the God

of Israel and hurriedly sent himself into the ministry field, then,
would he had joined the prophets of Baal in their campaign of
false prophecy and accursed profanity.

We must note that God sending a man has nought to do with
bagging Bible school Ph.D or theological professorship. The
Calling and the Sending has all that is to do with His Divine
APPROVAL and COMMISSIONING.

HIDE THYSELF BY THE BROOK CHERITH is the most
disobeyed mandate from God by His ministers.
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This divine mandate is replicated in the New Testaments language

of "...Tarry Ye In Jerusalem Until...” Luke 24:49.

THE PLEA

Dear "choice vessel of I AM", Be not in a hurry to Show Thyself,
but rather ask God for the grace to hide thyself in Him as you wait
on Him.
You must also know that hiding thyself without persevering
Prayers, deep meditations, indepth study of God's word and the

fellowship of the Holy Spirit, is mere idleness and must be
speedily repented of.

May the Lord prosper your waiting on Him.
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Chapter Eight

THE PRICELESS PRESENCE
OF GOD
“Your idols or the presence of God?
Choose one!”
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Multi coloured Stage lights CANNOT GIVE IT.
Sophisticated sound equipments CANNOT BRING IT.

Luxury auditoriums CANNOT HOST IT.
What I am trying to say is this:
Sir, the PRESENCE OF GOD is very expensive. It is not in every

Worship place and center today. It is a pity that this most important
component of our Christian worship isn't pursued today, but rather,
all we want to pursue today is glamour, grammar and weightless
vanities.
Do you remember when Jesus said in Matthew 18:20?

"For where two or three are gathered together IN MY NAME,
there am I in the midst of them".
Now, the Lord Jesus didn't mean that His Presence is in every

gathering that appears to be Christian. No!
What He meant was that any gathering where His name is
honoured and hallowed, His Presence will come right there.
So do you think the PRESENCE OF GOD is in that gathering
where earthly vanity is more emphasized than the eternal Christ?
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Do you think the PRESENCE OF GOD is in that gathering where
motivational words has overshadowed the instructions of divine

righteousness?
They may be many that gather without Him, but God still so much
loves that little gathering of two or three with His name stamp on

it. "Where two or three are gathered together IN MY NAME..."
Please sir, pause and ponder on this.
Hmmm!
Sir, the PRESENCE OF GOD is not common!
Christian Nwoke loves crowd and will control millions of crowd

for God by the Grace of God, BUT, may God deliver my
generation from thinking that the crowd is the cloud.
If you're still two or three in your gathering, don't compromise the

divine message because soon and very soon the fertilizer of the
PRESENCE will grow it.
Those gatherings headed by wizards of the night that parade as
priests of light in the day is void of the PRESENCE of God and
CANNOT help your life but will rather scatter your destiny the

more.
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No wonder, we see little or no transformation of lives through our
weightless messages as we now preach self and motivation more

than we preach the Cross and Resurrection. We need to go back
sir… We don't need to remain here again. We are going back to the
mastery of the PRESENCE OF GOD and it is called vision 2020.

Can you imagine the children of Israel travelling through the so
much deadly and dangerous wilderness without the PRESENCE
OF GOD travelling with them? It was well with the children of
Israel in the wilderness until they traded the so great Presence of

God for the golden calf of Aaron. That idol can cost you God, get
rid of it now. The idol could be a relationship in which God is not
present. Send a message across and put an end to it now, not

tomorrow.

None of the Israelites that came out of Egypt entered into the
Promised Land of Canaan afterwards, except Joshua and Caleb.
Beloved I have just one question to ask you tonight?

What have you traded this so Great Presence of God for?
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What God is still saying is that without His daily Presence in our

lives and ministries we cannot enter...!
Enter where? INTO HIS ETERNAL HEAVEN of course! Dear
Lord, please help those of us who have made up our minds to daily

master your HOLY PRESENCE this year...

Blessed be the eternal God and His Christ!
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Chapter Nine

IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR
GOD, THIS IS WHERE TO
MEET HIM
“And ye shall seek me, and find me, when ye shall
search for me with all your heart.”

Jeremiah 29:13
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You may be among the MULTITUDE that like places where
things are happening. You may be among the many that hates to

identify with UNPOPULAR PLACES of worship that has just few
persons, but please hear this brief experience and try to REASON
WITH ME. Few years ago before I launched out into full time

Ministry, I used to visit every popular Church in town to listen to
the Preacher Preach. I wanted to be where it was happening.

Time was going, days where passing by and I noticed that rather
than GROW STRONGER in spiritual things, I was rather

becoming MORE AMBITIOUS and hoping for the day I will
command such crowd and influence. I PERCEIVED that most
people that came for Worship either came for the fun of it or for

some possible connection with top shots in the city. Our motives
were wrong!

There were hardly times for PERSEVERING PRAYERS in most
of the places I visited.
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Air Conditioners were used to CONDITION SOME OF US INTO

LUKEWARMNESS and when there was a call to Prayer, it is
always a maximum of five (5) minutes (if it did happen).
We cared for testimonies, we didn't care for Prayers.

The times I heard people Pray more was when "The Holy Ghost
was to be sent as an assassin to assassinate one enemy either in the

village or in somebody's father's house..." (Selah). Then, God
interrupted me and asked me to start Worshipping with a Church

with less than seventy (70) members, but their services were
packed with Holy Fire.

Since the Church was at the back side axis of my house with a
very unpleasant road network which was often waterlogged with
dirty water on my way for each service. I would fold my trousers

and remove my shoes to cross the dirty waters just to attend their
services each time.
Guess what?
I MET GOD THERE.
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I was launched into deeper dimensions of Prayers that I hardly
used to return home from Church without my shirts soaked, not

with water but with sweats born from GROANINGS and
TRAVAILS in the spirit during each service.
I hardly used to return home without Praying in tongues from the

Church till I entered my house. I mean, the fire was too much that
I used to Pray for time to fly quickly during the week so that I can
meet up with the two services of the week, not minding the
waterlogged road on the way side.
I received several levels of SPIRITUAL ANOINTING in that

small Church (a big spiritual Church in the eyes of God) for the
few years I stayed. Bless God!
I met with the God of true spiritual fire in that small Church,

where I would have been WASTING TIME in the big Churches
where we were pursuing vain glory with calls for Prayer that
doesn't last. O Salvage us, Dear Lord!
(FOR THE PURPOSE OF CLARITY, I AM NOT AGAINST BIG
CHURCHES. OH! I WISH WE MINISTERS OF THE GOSPEL

ALL HAD ONE FOR THE PURPOSE OF SOUL WINNING.
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I AM SIMPLY AGAINST THOSE PLACES WHERE PRAYERS
ARE BARELY MADE AND THE PRESENCE OF GOD IS

SCARCE).
God connected me with the few persons that became partners to
my teaching ministry till now and it was during my fire contact in

that small Church that God sent me forth and raised these blessed
partners. Bless God!
Today, we are not yet at the place of Glory but STILL ON THE
PATH

TO

GLORY,

with

lives

TRANSFORMING

EVERYWHERE through our TEACHINGS.

(You can visit www.gagsermons.com to download our free
sermons).
May God give us the understanding that helps men not to waste

seasons. Having a mega Church is good. I don't condemn it
beloved. If Jesus tarries, we will certainly run a mega Praying
Church in very few years to come.
BUT THIS IS MY EMPHASIS:
Don't hide in a crowd where God will seek for you and will not be

able to find you to anoint. Selah!
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PLEASE PRAY WITH ME:

"Dear Holy Ghost,
Please Not Tomorrow...
Not Next Tomorrow...
I NEED YOU NOW, NOW, NOW!
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Chapter Ten

THIS IS WHY THE SPIRIT OF
GOD IS UPON YOU
“If there are agents of darkness sent to plunge men
into the darkness of bondage, we can be agents of
light sent to bring men into the light of liberty.”
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While he was on earth, the Spirit of God did not come upon the

Christ to help him escape back to heaven "leaving the inhabitants
of this evil world to perish." NO!
HE WAS REVEALED TO REDEEM.

The Spirit of God is not upon you either for the singular purpose
of speaking in tongues only and exercising charismatic gifts...
This is what the Christ had to say about the purpose of the

descension of the Spirit of God on earthen vessels;
"The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he hath anointed me to

PREACH THE GOSPEL to the poor; he hath sent me to HEAL
THE BROKENHEARTED, TO PREACH DELIVERANCE TO THE
CAPTIVES, and RECOVERING OF SIGHT TO THE BLIND, TO

SET AT LIBERTY THEM THAT ARE BRUISED, TO PREACH
THE ACCEPTABLE YEAR OF THE LORD. Luke 4:18-19.
Take a pen and a paper and list out those reasons why the Spirit of

God was upon the Christ while he was on earth as revealed in the
scripture text above, and you will clearly see why the Spirit of God
is also upon you.
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Indeed, when the purpose of a thing is not known, abuse is
inevitable. Know why the Spirit of God is upon you and you will
begin to live in a realm of greater works. It is evident that we are a

generation that has greatly wasted the Spirit's energy on things that
don‘t matter or count. But I see that changing today in Jesus name:
Knowledge is one of the greatest weapons for the end time battle.

Now that we know better, I perceive we can now fight better. Now
there is something I will like you to know about our arch enemy;
Satan the devil. One of the very active ministries of Satan is that:
"...He openeth not the door of his prisoners". Isaiah 14:17.
That ancient dragon loves to keep people bound, it's a great sport

to him… It takes holy violence to set captives free… But Good
News...! The Spirit of the Lord is upon us for this very purpose:
"...To set the Captives free..." Isaiah 61:1.

Are you involved in the business of setting captives free? If you're
not, the hour is not tomorrow, not next tomorrow...THE HOUR IS
NOW OR NEVER! If there are agents of darkness sent to plunge

men into the darkness of bondage, we can be agents of light sent to
bring men into the light of liberty.
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INVESTIGATING SATAN’S
HEART DESIRE
“A destiny with the seal of divine greatness is
the chief target of Satan’s fiery darts..”
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The King James version of the Bible was strictly used by me for
this study. This same Bible version should be used by my readers

too for a balanced understanding of this exposition. "And the Lord
said, Simon, Simon, behold, satan hath desired to have you, that he
may sift you as wheat.” Luke 22:31 Have you just read the above
scripture? Then, do well to take good note of these outlined points
as we expose what satan's heart desire is:

1. "And the Lord said":
This is God speaking to us and not man speaking. Christ himself
was to expose this hidden secret of our arch enemy to Peter.

Therefore take this great exposition as a divine message.
2. "Simon, Simon":
Christ called Peter's name twice because Peter had two ears as we
do have today. So that, in a case where one ear fails to pick the
message, the other would receive it. That's the purpose for us

having two ears. So, you may need to carefully take this About-tobe-Exposed secret seriously and listen with your both ears.
3. "Behold":

To behold means to look out for. If you fail to watch out for the
enemy's plan over your life so as to combat and demolish it, then
you have failed to succeed.
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Christ says to you as he said to Peter: "Behold the enemy has got
plans over you...” I see a generation of people who live their lives
as if there is no enemy out there called Satan, that has sworn to

damn their souls. I see men with great prophetic destinies living as
if there is nothing at stake.

People carelessly handling their prophetic destinies without
knowing it is like an egg that can get broken when handled
carelessly. You can now see the enemy's secret plan as revealed

below:
4. "Satan has desired to have you":
In the original Greek translation of this text "exetesato humas" is

the word used, and this means: "Demanded to have you."
In other words, Satan demanded to have Peter's destiny grinded to
powder. The amplified version of the Bible says "Listen! Satan has
'asked excessively' that [all of] you be given up to him...” During
Job's temptation, Satan only had a bet with God for Job's soul, but

in Peter's case, "Satan demanded" for his soul, and with an
excessive demand before God.
Why will Satan do this, we ask?
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Amongst all the disciples of Christ, Peter was the one that had a
revelation of HIM, which even Job did not have in his time.
Therefore, Satan developed a deep rooted lust to see the

termination of Peter‘s Apostolic destiny.
Do you have a bright future ahead with great prophecies gone

ahead of you?
Are you talented, gifted and naturally endowed with divine
goodness?

If yes, you are that man.
You are the very man that Satan seeks to drain of all divine
goodness, and very badly too. Satan "Exetesato humas" (demands

to have you). And he is after that because of what you carry inside
you.
When you carry inherent greatness, you automatically become
Satan's chief target. So why all the carelessness in your walk with
God? Why the looseness in repentance and holiness?

Why do you live as though there is nothing at stake here? Why?
Note: Demons could be sent against ordinary souls, but for you
that carry greatness, it is Satan that comes after you.
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That's the reason why your temptations and trials seem too hot for
you to bear. You ask, if Satan wants me, what then does he desire
to do with me?

"...That he may sift you as wheat".
He wants to empty you until it is only dust that remains of you.

That's his game plan. He wants to empty you until you are equal to
nothing.
Did you see what he did to Judas?

I had previously written about an American mega Church Pastor
whom Satan led into suicide, and just recently I learnt that Satan
has led another mega Church Pastor in the same USA into suicide.

This ancient enemy doesn't fear title or degree. Those who don't
know how to outsmart him with holy violence he outsmarts them
with reckless abandon That is the way of Satan the universal
Prince of all violence, he outsmarts them with reckless abandon.
That is the way of Satan, the universal Prince of all that is called

darkness. This is your assured comfort below:
"But I have prayed for thee, that thy faith fail not" verse 32.
Only prayers can bring comfort and restoration.
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Were it not for Christ's prayer that very night for Peter, he could

have ended like Judas, grinded to powder through the grinding
mill of depression and suicide.

After Peter denied Christ, he could have ended his precious life
through suicide as Judas did, and all of God's promises over him
could have been bridged, but prayer saved Peter's soul.

Indeed, prayer works...Ohhh! How empty like chaff satan drains
the careless and prayerless soul.
Final Counsel:

Now, you see clearly that great destinies are like magnets that
attracts Satan's metal arrows, but the shield of righteousness and

prayer of faith saves us. The reason for your many trials,
temptations, troubles, pain and tears is because you have a divine
revelation of God inside you and satan hitherto, pursues you.

The Charge:
There is an ongoing war against your destiny and eternal soul in
case you never knew. Satan wouldn‘t empty a barrel that carries no

fluid, he's not so foolish. He excessively desires to empty barrels
with good and divine substance..
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Persistent praying gets you on the offensive spiritual warfare
position and pursues these hellish pursuers of your soul even to

their fall.
A life of holiness and faith keeps you standing ever more.
You can only be more than conquerors through a steadfast faith in

Jesus Christ. Ephesians 6:10-18 gets you not just battle ready but
also battle fit.
Note:
This revelation was given to me by midnight to comfort me, when
all hell was literally let loose against me. Only the unwise get to

know Satan's hidden secrets and still remain complacently
careless.
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THE NEED FOR HELPERS
“When God wants to help you He comes in

the face of a man.’’
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If your Prayer points only revolves around yourself and your little
world, I am sorry to inform you that you will not go far in

fulfilling divine destiny. One thing I learnt from the ministry of
Evangelist Reinhard Bonnke over the years is called "the ministry
of helpers.” When Bonnke first came to Africa from Germany

without having any secular job to survive him, God had already
stationed helpers to be assisting him financially on a monthly basis

from his home country.
When we hear of the massive exploits done in the crusades of
Christ For All Nations (CfAN) all over Africa in this generation,

we may not know that this is God working not just with Bonnke
alone, but through helpers that partner with God's Kingdom via
Bonnke's ministry. Who pays those huge crusade bills? You think

Bonnke has the money? No!
The secret is that God raised men (helpers) to stand by this choice
servant of God and this is how the ministry of the German
missionary stood to conquer the uncivilized demons of Africa. If I
have one role model whose spiritual tenacity i still admire and

covet till today, Reinhard Bonnke is that man.
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I have loved and followed him from a distance for many years
now and one thing i must confess to you in all these, is that, in
anything you find yourself doing, whether in Christian ministry,

politics or business, if God doesn't send you helpers, the vision
will not only be stranded, it will die. These helpers can manifest in

different shapes and forms. Every Crusade organized by Reinhard
Bonnke has just few men strategically raised by the Holy Spirit to
be behind it financially, and these men are called "helpers"!

In Every country Bonnke goes to, there are still helpers on ground
to organize his meetings for him. I wish we can hear from
Evangelist Bonnke himself about how deep and consistent he

prays individually for the lives and businesses of these helpers of
his. This is a major part in the secret to his ministry success.
You won't hear him say this always. He doesn't Pray for himself
alone. He prays for his helpers more than he does for himself
because he knows that when destiny helpers fail, ministry closes

and Satan wins. God forbid! I heard you're strong in prayers but all
you do is to Pray for yourself alone? I know you have stamina to
last long hours in prayers and all you do is Pray for yourself and

your family alone?
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How many hours of your Prayer time have you invested in this

very month to Pray for your destiny helpers? You won't go far in
fulfilling destiny if this is how you are. Now, this is my true

confession to you:
When God called me into full-time ministry, he told me to do no
business except His own. Well, it wasn‘t easy for me, so at a point,

I strayed to do business, and i got a very fatal blow by that move,
which made me quit and focus on my ministry assignment alone.
I live in a house where God can raise anyone from any part of the

world at the end of the year to foot my bills for rental. God has
been so faithful such that whenever a need springs up, He just

raises someone to cater for such need and this is who we call
"helpers."
All our ministry equipments were bought by people who have

never met with me face to face but happen to be in contact with
me online and these are "helpers. "God has appointed some in the
church...HELPERS; administrators..." 1 Corinthians 12:28.

Our ministry's location rental was paid for three years and I've
never met the person face to face
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My Church office in form of a portable cabin was bought through
the help of someone from far Asia and I've never met the person

face to face. I call them destiny helpers and God raises such people
for me as He wills.
There is a very big difference between fans and helpers. While
fans are cheering you for what God is doing in your ministry,
helpers will be sowing into your ministry to see it grow more and

impact more lives.
If you're in the secular world (job or business), while fans are
hailing you in what you do, helpers will be adding more value to

your life through any means they can.
This is an irreversible truth. For any vision you have in life, if God
doesn't raise helpers to raise you, the vision will die off. Your
helpers can come in the form of spiritual exaltation, psychological
motivation, financial supports, physical assistance or general

welfare. Know them and Pray for them daily.
When your helpers are stranded, your life too can be stranded.
In 1 Chronicles 12:18; King David was spoken to by the Spirit of

God through Amasai who was one of his helpers.
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And see what Amasai said to David below. "...Peace, peace be
unto thee, and peace be to thine helpers. For thy God helpeth

thee."
Note: (SHALOM was the Hebrew word used for peace here and it
means completeness, soundness and welfare).

If you simply understood the above scripture then you'll realize
that when the soundness of your helpers is affected, it may affect
your vision too.
When the welfare of your helpers goes bad, you'll feel it too as you
may face delays in fulfilling your God given assignment. Knowing

what is at stake now, take time and Pray for your helpers daily.
You may not know them yet but always tell God to "help all your
helpers“.

This is serious. If they fail, you may likely fail too. So take this up
seriously. I take time out to pray for my destiny helpers daily. I
don't Pray for myself, my family and fail to Pray for my helpers. If
I don't Pray for them, it may affect me too. The energy I use for
myself and family, the same energy is also employed by me when

Praying for my helpers.
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Luke 8:2-3 exposed the fact that Mary Magdalene, Joanna and

Susanna always gave monetary gifts to Jesus and this helped the
ministry of Jesus to come to fulfillment. We can't bend this truth!

These were people who Jesus' ministry had blessed by
transforming their lives and they ended up becoming HIS earthly
helpers.

Have you forgotten the expensive oil Mary Magdalene poured on
him? That oil was too expensive to buy and Jesus needed someone
to do that for the scriptures to be fulfilled and sister Magdalene

who was a sure helper to His vision, did it.
God will not literally come down to help you sir/ma, rather, when

God wants to help you, he comes in the likeness of men whom you
may know or may not know. These men he sends are called
Helpers.

Some persons have chased away their destiny helpers through
character deficiency. May we never be numbered amongst such.
HELPERS ARE FUNDAMENTAL IN THE FULFILMENT OF

DIVINE

DESTINY. (AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE

FOR

GOSPEL MINISTERS AND MISSIONARIES).
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When Jesus often prayed at the Mount, I know he must have

included all these things in his prayer points and they happened
freely without stress.
That's why we must not joke with those God has placed in our

lives to be of help to fulfilling our God given assignment.
Whenever myself and my wife Pray, I cannot explain how she
automatically does the mentioning of the names of our helpers in
the ministry assignment (those whom we are aware of) and we
both raise intercession for them one by one together as we Pray.

By doing so, as they are blessed we also are. So, their spiritual
burden becomes ours too, else, this can delay God's plan towards
you and this is why you must quit praying for yourself alone.

AT THIS JUNCTURE, I HAVE TO STATE EMPHATICALLY
THAT IT IS NOT EVERY GIFT FROM "PERCEIVED

HELPERS" THAT MUST BE ACCEPTED. Some gifts can be
Trojan gifts to buy off our anointing or destiny. Hence, the need

for spiritual discernment. So we must be guarded by the Holy
Spirit in accepting gifts and helpers.
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Personally, I have rejected several monetary gifts given to me by
persons both far and near, of whom the Spirit of God bade me not

to accept the offering from. Most of the times this happened was
when I needed the gift the most, but we must note that obedience
to the voice of the Holy Spirit is the surest castle of safety for the
believer. Going contrary to the Spirit's direction is going towards
the path of regret and destruction.

I heard of a woman that Satan raised to corrupt Bonnke with her
money. She contacted him to come and take the very huge sum of
money that ran into millions of dollar and he was excited since it

was for the ministry work.
Then, Bonnke set out to go and receive the money, and as he
reached the woman's house which was located in an expensive
island (one of the most luxurious he had ever seen), he quickly
remembered a vision where he saw how destruction was to come

to him and as the woman came out, behold it was the same face of
the devil's daughter he saw in his vision. Then he ran for his dear
life by rejecting every offer made to him. Money is a blessing but

can also be a curse for the gospel preacher if not properly
discerned.
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The fish that had the money Jesus was to use to pay His tax
couldn't be killed by fishermen until it fulfilled its assignment to

the ministry of Jesus.
Your helpers cannot be killed if you can Pray for them. The
Donkey Jesus was to ride on for His triumphant entry into
Jerusalem was used by no man since its birth until Jesus used it for
that divine purpose..

Your helpers will never be driven on anyhow by either men or by
devils. They will be preserved to help carry you to that Jerusalem
of destiny. Truth is, you cannot carry yourself on this journey.

If God has not helped you, you cannot help yourself. Helpers
carried all the saints of old. Helpers carried David. Helpers carried
Jesus. Helpers carried Reinhard Bonnke e.t.c. How about you?
Please do not go about begging men for help. It is God that will by
Himself raise men that will help you and when God raises such for

you, you wouldn't need gimmicks to keep them Grace will
preserve them for you to keep them. Grace will preserve them for
you.

"The king’s heart is in the hand of the Lord, as the rivers of water:
HE TURNETH IT whithersoever he will.” Proverbs 21:1.
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In this days and times, both history and spiritual enlightenment has
taught us that a day should never pass by without making strong

prayers for helpers.

You may need to read this epistle again to perfectly assimilate the
revelation contained therein, as you may not hear this Truth
everywhere.
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YOUR FAITH IS THE
MIRACLE
“If my faith says “yes”, God wouldn’t say
“No” as long as the scriptures supports my
faith.”
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I had this illness for a very long time, counting in years. I was
dying in silence but I told no one what was troubling me. I was

always cold and I remember how I bathed with hot water daily for
over 363 days out of 365 days in a year. It was pneumonia.
This hellish affliction got me to the point that I never stayed bare

chested even while alone in the room. I was always covered with
thick clothes. No one around me knew the magnitude of this
because I always pretended to be strong though I was dying. That's

my nature, that's my kind of person. We hate being pitied.
When I finally left the northern desert region of Nigeria to the
south, I remember watching a revival series of A.A Allen on my
computer and the servant of God asked, "How many of you
believe God for a healing?" I immediately stretched forth my

hands touching the computer screen.
I told God specifically to take away pneumonia from me and I
heard a voice in my heart telling me to drink a particular liquid.

This program by Revivalist Allen had been done for more than 60
years now as Allen is not even alive.
But I heard the word of faith preached by him and I keyed into it.
So, I drank that liquid the same day and the following.
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This is over five years now and I don't know what pneumonia
looks like again. The uncontrollable hot water bathe stopped. I AM

HEALED AND FREE, HALLELUJAH!
What's my point in all these? Many people have watched same
program and died in their sickness. Many persons were even
present in the revival meetings where such faith sermons were
preached and yet their afflictions wasted them. They were never

healed!
If the anointing of the preacher was the chief determinant, then no
one will go home sick. But it's not always like this, as even our

Lord Jesus couldn't do much healings in his own town because of
their unbelief.
Your faith is the miracle you seek! Forget all those unholy water or
oil they bring from Jerusalem and sell to make merchandise of
you. If it's the miraculous, then it's all about your faith. Use that

time you use to run to fake prophets to build your faith.
You may hear me preach repentance more often, but by God's
grace beloved, I am a man blessed with the gift of faith. I believe

that if my faith says "Yes", God wouldn't say "No" as long as the
scriptures supports my request.
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I thank God for the "few sincere preachers" on television. I thank
God for using them to boost our faith for the supernatural. But we

need to press further because without Faith, nothing changes.
What's that thing you are believing God for? It's time to loose your
faith like a mad dog. If God won't stop your blessing, then Satan is
too small to do so.
That Asian woman that was beaten and battered by demons for

many years just messaged me to say that since over two years now
I introduced her to this faith talk, her life has changed drastically.
No more spiritual molestations. She says she's now in charge of

her spiritual life and not the devil of untimely death that nearly
wasted everyone around her but couldn't touch her after she found
the truth.
I want to prophesy to you now that your case is settled.
Henceforth, you shall be a terror to darkness! If I be a servant of

YAHWEH, be instantly healed in your spirit, soul and body now
and forever in Jesus name!
STARTING FROM TODAY, I SEE REVIVAL IN YOUR TOTAL

MAN. It's not just about my declarations now, it's about your faith.
Can you make it loose?
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FAITH

subdued

kingdoms,

wrought

righteousness, obtained promises, stopped the mouths of

lions...Quenched the violence of fire, escaped the edge of the
sword, out of weakness were made strong, waxed valiant in fight,
turned to flight the armies of the aliens. Women received their
dead raised to life again: and others were tortured, not accepting
deliverance; that they might obtain a better resurrection."

Hebrews 11:33-35.
LORD PLEASE FROM TODAY, MAKE US A PEOPLE OF
FAITH.
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THE CREATIVE AND THE
DESTRUCTIVE POWER OF
WORDS
“The words we speak today creates the future we
will live in tomorrow.”
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They are from somewhere in the Southern Africans, and her
husband used to womanize to the point that her soul became

severely vexed. One day, she said to him, you will be disgraced in
this your womanizing habit and your name and photo will appear
in our national newspaper. She even went further to mention the

name of the newspaper where her husband will be exposed and she
said this out of anger, not because she had any plans to blackmail

him. It was not long, her husband was caught in the very act of
adultery and his face appeared in that very newspaper as a national
disgrace to him, which was the very newspaper she had talked

about. One day this woman read one of my write ups about the
power of words on a social media platform and she contacted me
to share this her sad experience. She said after that event took

place, she became scared at how powerful words can be and thus,
she began to utter words carefully. Kindly think along this line
with me; What if out of anger she had said to her husband "One
day you will be arrested by the Resurrection Power of Christ and
you will not be able to return to Babylon again? Don't you think it

will have happened that way?
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If the curse word could happen, what makes you think that the
blessing word can't happen? Sad one! They are divorced today and

I am writing this with her permission.
Ohhh Lord! help us...we aren't strong by ourselves! None of us
have super power in this matter but the Spirit of Christ alone. Help

our Marriages Lord with your Healing and Restoring power.
NAVIGATE OUR TONGUES O LORD INTO THE BEARINGS

THAT

TRIGGERS

DIVINE

LIGHT

INTO

DESTINIES

AROUND US.
I pity mothers especially those that have the habit of cursing their

stubborn children. I pity husbands and wives that keep cursing
themselves during times of conflict and disagreement. Oh! how
wretched we have been in our relationship with one another.

Destitute of truth we hitherto are. I pity those of us that have not
yet learnt the art of bridling our tongues as touching curses.
Divorces and broken homes are all children birthed by curses.

OUR

WORDS

TODAY

CREATES

OUR

FUTURE

TOMORROW.
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Channel the energy of your cursing into blessing.
To one another curse never, bless ever!

If you think cursing people who work against you works, what
makes you think blessing such people to work for you won't work?
You can read this piece a thousand times again.
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CONSULTING THE WITCH
AT ENDOR
“Consulting mediums is an invitation of demons

into your temple.”
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Her big sister brought her to me two nights ago because they stole
her cloth in the compound she lives, so she decided to consult a

babalawo (witch doctor) to find out who took the cloth.
The babalawo (witch doctor) told her to register her details in a
file with 100 naira at the entrance point and pay 9,000 naira to see

who stole the cloth as was the tradition of the witch doctor.
And this was inside the shrine that resides inside a flat

(babalawo/witch doctors are modernized now as only few are at
the bush today).
I asked her many questions which she responded to but she hid

some important details from me. But the Lord kept telling me that
she had a contact with them and thus she left the shrine with more
demons than what she had before. So I asked her if she touched

any object there in the shrine and she said, "Yes" that she opened a
calabash with feathers inside...!
I will cut the story here for some reasons. But I simply prayed for
her in Jesus name when I noticed the demonic spirits in her trying
to make her more hardened.
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As I Prayed for her, those demonic spirits walked out of her
immediately as she fell like a log of wood to the ground and later

stood up looking around like someone that was lost for a while.

Her falling down when I prayed for her was only part of the

deliverance because most times, when such a person falls, the evil
spirits leave their body (that is if they were actually slain by the

Holy Spirit without anyone having to push them to a fall).
Educating them through God's Word is the main deal. Our
generation has not still understood this one.

Those spirits often return later to those persons they possessed to
see if the house (body) is still habitable. True deliverance is not in

falling, dancing and breaking chairs during services… TRUE
DELIVERANCE is in receiving the Word of God and sincerely
walking in it.
I want to instruct everyone reading this today to know that when
you enter into any shrine to consult spirits, you cannot return back

alone.
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You will return back with escort-demons that will make your life
worst than it ever was. How can you be so foolish to think that

visiting that witch at Endor will end your predicament?
Babalawos, Sangomas, witch doctors and false prophets are all
working with same spirit and that spirit is called FAMILIAR

SPIRIT.
Consulting them is a strong romance with hell and death. In

Leviticus 20:6; God told the Israelites in the old testament to kill
those people who visit such mediums.
These type of people who consult such mediums can't be killed

today because of the divine mercy that is emitting from the new
covenant in the Blood of Christ, but they will later be killed by
these same familiar spirits and in a gradual way, that is if they

don't come under the covering of the Blood of Christ by receiving
Him and the Holy Spirit..
Many persons need to know and hear this truth. Saul had sinned
severally against God in the past, but when Saul patronized the
witch at Endor that uses a familiar spirit, that sin immediately

arranged for his death and that was his end.
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See 1 Chronicles 10:13.
Those who secretly patronize witch doctors, sangomas, babalawos

or false prophets are consulting same spirit which is called
FARMILIAR SPIRIT and they are arranging for their own death
knowingly or unknowingly just as it happened to king Saul.

Who has ears?
Even when it seems like God is silent in your predicament, may

consulting familiar spirits never be an option for you in Jesus
name.
That infamous exercise that was carried out by king Saul in 1

Samuel 28 verses 6-7 should never be once mentioned amongst us
as becometh saints.
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A CONFRONTATION WITH
A MAD MAN
(THE BATTLE OF SPOKEN WORDS)
“Death and life are in the power of the
tongue…”proverbs 18:21””
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Many years ago, a mad man confronted me in a lonely street and
told me that In three days time i was going to die. I took his words

for granted as I laughed over it. On the night of the third day, I saw
some men coming to shoot me in the dream and I fought battles
until I woke up that same night.

It was during my meditation time that day that i remembered the
words of the mad man and God taught me a lesson which I will

share with you below:
When anyone curses you through words, PLEASE, right there and
then, counter that word with a promise of God. Don't let the curse

word go like that. Resist it immediately and exchange it with
pleasant words of life.
Example:

Mr A says: John, you will die bitterly.
Brother John should not start crying or take that curse word for
granted, instead, brother John should reply thus;
Ahhh! the scriptures says "I SHALL NOT DIE but live to declare
the works of God.” The serpent of Moses will always swallow the

serpent of the magicians of Pharaoh (selah!).
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Beloved, words generally are spirits themselves and curse words
comes with accompanying demons and negative vibrations and if

allowed without confrontation, there'll be trouble for you.
What if I wasn't spiritually sensitive? Wondered what the curse
from the mad man could have done to me?

Ever wondered why Balaam was hired by a King with heavy bags
of currency to curse Israel with just words? WORDS! WORDS!!!

Don't take them for granted!
When curses go against you SPEAK LIFE IN EXCHANGE.
"Death and life are in the power of the tongue: and they that love

it shall eat the fruit thereof." Proverbs 18:21.
With words, God created the present universe. Through words the
living things present in creation were brought forth. We were

created in God's own image and likeness, so, as God doesn't do
without words, we also shouldn't.
With words we can both kill and bring forth. When an unrepentant
sinner is cast into eternal hell after death, the words "depart from
me" is what drives the person into hell at once. That's the power of

spoken words. Selah!
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Also, do you know that in God's salvation plan, "confession" is
important? Confession includes spoken words.

"...And with the mouth confession is made unto salvation."
Romans 10:10.

Learn how to speak life over your spouse, children, family and
nation. Learn how to use life giving words to always confront evil
words spoken against you.

YOU ARE BLESSED AREN'T YOU?
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HE ASKED ME FOR LIGHTER
BUT I GAVE HIM THE
HOLYGHOST
“Behold, I give you power…
Luke 10:19”
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Sometime in September I went to a quiet place around the Kubwa
railway in Abuja to seek the face of God over a program I was to

attend and I met with different sets of guys smoking marijuana as
if their lives depended on it. I continued my Prayer quietly and
then one of them looked for my trouble (Smiles). This young man

sighted me from afar thinking I was there to draw some weed with
them and he waved at me saying "Oboy, you get lighter? Abeg
give me lighter.” I became very interested in his request and told
him to come. As he came near, observing I wasn‘t smoking but
praying he tried to go back but I insisted he must come, so he

came. The power of God was so strong in that place I prayed, so, I
asked him to give me his hands and he did. I began praying in
tongues and in less than a minute, the marijuana smoker was on

his knees asking for God's forgiveness.
His friend came for lighter too and the power surged atmosphere
took him down to his knees too. I began prophesying over their

lives as they broke down before God's Presence.
While Praying for them I shouted with a loud voice: "Lord they

asked me for lighter, but please, give them the Holy Ghost".
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To God be the Glory!
We are determined that souls will be touched anywhere we see
them! The Spirit of God in another day, moved me to the same

area to have a quiet time and while on it, I sighted a young man
whom I previously saw one night holding a marijuana. So, I called

the young man and began prophesying to him the things
concerning his life.
To the glory of God, the words I spoke to him were accurate and

were confirmed by him, and this led him to confess to me that he
had been a great evangelist with several souls to his spiritual
account but backslided to his old ways and smoking. God used me

to restore the man's fellowship back to alignment.
I tell you beloved, if we can daily follow the leading of the Lord,

our daily harvest of souls will multiply.
Quit playing Church and launch out into the streets where the
sinners are. Evangelism is God's heartbeat.

You were not just saved to sit in the Church and speak in tongues,
you were saved to save others.
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. "I say unto you, that likewise JOY SHALL BE IN HEAVEN OVER
ONE SINNER THAT REPENTETH, more than over ninety and
nine just persons, which need no repentance.“ Luke 15:7.

"The fruit of the righteous is a tree of life; and HE THAT

WINNETH SOULS IS WISE." Proverbs 11:30
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SUCCESS IN THE MINISTRY
“The crowd may not always be the cloud”
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Dear Preacher, Success in ministry is not measured by the size of
your cathedral or the crowd you pull. Success in ministry is not
when you have fifty (50) billionaires as members of your

congregation.
These things are good, but has nothing to do with ministerial

success in the radar of the Divine.
That he accurately prophesied somebody's phone number and bank
details doesn't certify that he is called and anointed by YAHWEH.

I am simply trying to reset our minds from its current vanity mode.
The fact that he has three (3) million followers on social media
and many nations follow and watch him on satellite television

doesn't mean that heaven approves him.
Remember Simon the sorcerer who bewitched the entire people of

Samaria and was called the great power of God? Yet, was a
magician prophesying to nations with the spirit of Satan.
Are you under the spell of the "21st century Simon the sorcerers"

that are now merchandising the Gospel and sending careless
multitudes to eternal hell?
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Don't forget that the magicians of Pharaoh during the time of
Moses went even deeper than some of your "spiritual papas" are
going now, yet, the Spirit of Resurrection wasn't at work in them

but the spirit of doom.
According to the divine order of Romans 1:4, if the Spirit of

Holiness is not at work in them, they can never be used by God to
resurrect your destiny from the hand of that ancient dragon that is
hitherto troubling you, rather, you will keep going deeper into your

depressions and frustrations as you keep saying to them; "take us
deeper Papa"...!
Ahhh! The deception they are taking you into is getting

deeper...deep! deep!
Keep going deep, time will tell as only divine mercy can bring you

out! Our generation is fast loosing it. The people of Sodom would
have been counted to be saints if weighed in a scale in comparison
to us because they were not exposed to the Truth we have today.

Harlots no longer go to church to find God, they're rather looking
for that young prophetic papa that will reveal the colour of their
underwears to them.
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This cannot be the revival we have prayed for. When ritualists join
church assemblies today, it is for them to receive assurance that

God is still happy with them and after they sow seeds with the coin
of Judas, some of your questionable prophetic papas tells them that
the seed atones for their sins.

Well-done Eutychus church (sleeping church)! The Messiah is at
the door knocking and sleep wouldn‘t let this whoring bride open
the door for her Groom (the owner of the Church) because she is

busy fornicating with her several lovers that appear like the
prophets of Yahweh but are indeed servants of Jezebel.

Her candle will be put off soon, except she REPENTS! The
Eutychus Church (modern day apostate church) is now another
notorious gateway to hell and we are still OKAY?

Sir, If what drove you into ministry is to pull crowds and have
fleet of cars with body guards all around you, I want to beg you to
join politics or secular business because what is coming soon may

consume you and I mean it sir. If you think the spirit of Baal and
the anointing of marine spirits will forever help you,
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you are soon going to be surprised because even those fallen
angels cannot fathom what is soon coming upon them! I am not
surprised that these men that don't even know the principles of

Salvation now have ministries and churches scattered all over the
place and are converging ignorant and gullible minds for eternal

destruction.
The Lord Jesus Christ in my vision came with a host of angels and
I was privileged to receive them at the city gate and we all entered

into a church together and the first question the Messiah asked this
Church was; "what is money?"
And the entire church couldn't give an answer because their main

reason for gathering in the church was to receive financial miracle
visitation and not because they Love the Lamb of God that died

for the Church.

Even the Pastor on the altar was Preaching

because he wanted more money, he was more interested in money
call than altar call. ...And the Spirit of YAHWEH was to later

descend and consume the church and I trembled greatly at His
terrible judgements...! PLEASE SAVE US O LORD...SAVE US
FROM OURSELVES!
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Please help me tell that prophetic papa using black magic to take
people's money that he will soon vomit the money in hell fire if he
fails to repent and restitute his ways. It won't be long before this

happens sir!
Tell those people going to Church because they want only

financial breakthrough that YAHUSHUA is tired of their spiritual
prostitution and He will soon hide His face from them forever if
they keep seeking His hands without seeking His face and aligning

with the rhythm of His heart.
THE TIME IS SHORT!
THE TIME IS SHORT!

THE TIME IS SHORT!

"For he saith, I have heard thee in a time accepted, and in the day
of salvation have I succoured thee: behold, now is the accepted
time; behold, NOW IS THE DAY OF SALVATION.” 2 Corinthians

6:2.
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BREAKTHROUGH WITH
FRAUD?
“When confronted with two opinions, may we never
be in support of the one that emits darkness, simply
because we are beneficiaries of it?”
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Sometime last year a young man called me from Malaysia and
asked me to Pray for his business to breakthrough. This guy was
into Internet fraud and yet he believed in the power of God

bringing breakthrough via prayers.

He said this to me in pidgin English; "Pastor abeg pray for my
business to blow, many pastors dey pray for us and when maga
pay we dey settle them..." I was in great shock when i heard this

from the young man that some pastors pray for fraudsters and
expect returns from them at the end of the shady deals, and I told
him plainly that i won't pray such prayer for him.

I told him I would rather pray for his repentance from sin and

eternal hell. This young man got offended with my words but it
was too late for him to stop my utterances because the sword of
Truth from my mouth had already pierced him. After some

moments of preaching to him he began confessing many things to
me, which I choose to talk about another time. I did lead him to
Salvation in Christ after that talk.
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Just as God is strategically raising men (vessels of honour), Satan
is also busy raising men to counterfeit the face of Christianity
(vessels of dishonour).

"Hath not the potter power over the clay, of the same lump to make
one vessel unto honour, and another

unto dishonour?" Romans 9:21.

Beloved, money is good, but the love of money, fame and power is

the root of all evil, even in the Ekklesia (The Church). Yes, the
ministry has needs and it's not easy to run, but changing our divine
message in order to fit the rhythm of the age is not only a worldly

compromise but also an ecclesiastical treason and utter rebellion to
God. Such things have turned the voices of many who would have

been generals in God's Army into mere echoes before the courts of
God.
As Believers in Christ Jesus, as Preachers of the Way of the Christ

and as kingdom Ambassadors in an age that is filled with gross
darkness, may we never trade our moral conscience for a morsel of
meal as did Esau and was rejected by heaven.
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Dear ministers of the gospel, receiving tithes and offerings for
Kingdom advancement is good, but may we never sell the Messiah
for thirty (30) pieces of silver like Judas did.

When confronted with two opinions, may we never be in support
of the one that emits darkness, simply because we are beneficiaries
of it. Many consciences have been seared with a hot iron for that
they continually denied that which is good in the face of that
which is evil.

DEAR LORD, PLEASE HELP US TO BE MINISTERS
WITHOUT BLEMISH IN THIS GENERATION IN JESUS
NAME!
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Chapter Twenty

THE GENERATION OF
SPIRITUAL FATHERS
“The soul of true fatherhood is contact”
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...Pastor Paul Enenche is your spiritual father, Bishop Oyedepo is
your grandfather, Daddy Adeboye is your great grand father...!

If the man you call your spiritual father doesn't know your name, it
is TIME TO STOP DECEIVING YOURSELF and look for a

spiritual covering you can connect with if necessary. You like
READY MADE THINGS.

How can a man that doesn't even know your name or whether you
exist become your father? A man that doesn't know your name to
mention during his personal prayer times, a man that doesn't have

your phone contact to call or message you when God reveals
something about you to him, A MAN THAT CANNOT
DIRECTLY PASS AN INSTRUCTION FROM GOD TO YOU IS
NOT YOUR SPIRITUAL FATHER.

I know you love him and his ministry. I know that his teachings
bless you greatly but sir, what is happening to you is called
SPIRITUAL MENTORING, not FATHERHOOD.
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Mentoring can be from a distance without any direct contact with

the spiritual leader in question, but spiritual fatherhood is a direct
connection between both of you where there is fellowship,
exchange of confidential information and connectivity between

you two, not minding how elevated in status the spiritual father in
question may be.
When you have a father in spiritual matters, he can call or message
you directly to Pray for you when you least expect, you can take
up an assignment for him etc. Another very strong point here is

that there is an established CONTACT BETWEEN BOTH OF
YOU. Please get this balance.
The truth is that lack of spiritual parenting cannot take you to hell.

I feel so bad whenever I hear some preachers threatening those
without spiritual fathers with fire and brimstone.
I also feel sad seeing "prayer fire youths" running around popular
men of God calling them their spiritual father, and these men don't
even know about them.

Your spiritual father must not be a popular figure with men but let
him be a popular figure with God.
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See, spiritual fatherhood is not even compulsory for the new

testament saint if we must be sincere with ourselves, but it can
serve as an ADVANTAGE for the believer because those who
have gone ahead of you in the matters of the Kingdom can see

sitting what you don't see standing.
To have a balance on this matter, those who say spiritual
fatherhood is anti-scriptural, are also wrong.
Paul severally referred to Timothy as his son in his letter to
Timothy. For those young ministers that want to call every one that

comes close to them their spiritual children, see sir, fatherhood is a
call to responsibility!
You will give account for their souls. Forget the ministerial

euphoria. Paul was to give account for Timothy, so he charged him
to be sound in disseminating truth and in doctrine.
Spiritual fatherhood transcends receiving tithes and seeds of faith
from them. Such can be necessary for the sake of executing
projects in the ministry, but they are not the weightier matter! It is

rather a call to RESPONSIBILITY in PRAYING for their eternal
souls, welfare and their spiritual GROWTH and progress.
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For those that are still not convinced in this matter, please see this
scripture below:

"For though ye have ten thousand instructors in Christ, yet HAVE
YE NOT MANY FATHERS: for in Christ Jesus I have begotten you

through the gospel.” 1 Corinthians 4:15.

Paul knew the welfare of this people in the Corinthian Church and

they KNEW him too at a personal level.
I sincerely love and honour our fathers of faith but beloved, if your

spiritual Father doesn't know you, please look for the one that
knows you as the Holy Spirit leads you and connect with him
whether physically or via the internet. Please, let there be a

connection! The connection can facilitate your spiritual growth
and progress.

YOU HAVE BEEN INSTRUCTED.
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Chapter Twenty-One

TAKE OFF YOUR SHOES
“Obedience is the ultimate key to securing that open
heaven.”
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I was invited for a three days program by a Prophetic ministry
based in Port Harcourt, Nigeria.

During the program, I observed that the ministry s visioneer,
workers and members had no foot wear on as we were all inside
the large auditorium which always filled during the program.

Shoes were all packed at the threshold point of the auditorium. I
had already done two days with them in my ministrations and we
saw the power of God move strongly amongst us during those two

days. Now, it was the third day of the program and as I was seated
on the seat prepared for the guest minister, suddenly, I developed a

strong head ache which came along with fever.
This didn't start at home. It began right there at the program venue.
I Prayed silently in my heart that the symptoms should stop but it

was all to no avail.
It was almost time for my ministration and I was still feeling sick,
so, I asked God to help me out once again and that was when I

heard a still voice in my spirit say; "take off your shoes."
Now, i obliged and took off my shoes and in a split second, the
sudden illness ceased to my amazement.
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This was happening just less than five minutes to my ministration.
When I got to the altar, with joy in my heart I quickly informed the

congregation about all that had happened to me while seated and
how I got healed after obeying the voice i had heard and there
came great shouts from the crowd.

It was at this time that the visioneer of the prophetic prayer
ministry came up to tell me that it was their pattern for all who
come for their meetings, both great and small, rich or poor to enter

the meeting venue without foot wears and sit on the floor as they
had no provision for chairs in the ministry. This she said was an

instruction she received from above for running her Prophetic
Prayer ministry. Not because they couldn't afford chairs but
because they wanted everyone humbled there as they refer

to their meeting as a mountain experience.
It was an all new experience for me. Even the visioneer joins the
people to sit on the floor. I noticed there were lots of rich folks in

the meeting too and they all sat on the floor with no shoes on, just
like you see the Muslims do.
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Back to the events now...
The visioneer told me that they (the workers) had Prayed and told

God that if this guest minister (that was referring to me) was of
God, let him take off his shoes on the last day of the program
before or while ministering to them.

Now, you see why that strange headache came to me on that very
last day of the program?
It was a signal from the Spirit to obey a divine instruction and if I

wasn't careful and attentive to the Spirit for that day, I could have
missed it.

That singular obedience led to an outbreak of the power of God in
that meeting, such that for over a space of a year, we kept hearing
strong testimonies from that very program.

Several barren women conceived...several sick persons were
healed. A sister excreted a live animal called "idiot" through her
anus and this was reported to me by the program host, most

certainly, it got into her body as a result of a witchcraft projection.
There was also healing of a tumor in the breast of another lady and
she later came with medical proof.
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We saw a lady that had partial paralysis run as if it was a marathon
on the altar while thanking God for her healing. The miracles were

too numerous to be numbered. I noticed something on that very
last day of the meeting that I took off my shoes:

Several persons were brought forward by the ushers and if I
attempted to get near any of them, a type of wind drove them to
the ground. I have seen people fall on the ground during my

meetings and get delivered, but this one was different. There was
this mighty and strong Presence of God that not one person that
came near me remained standing. And this was what ushered in

those creative miracles. Hallelujah! "And unto the Jews I became
as a Jew, that I might gain the Jews; to them that are under the
law, as under the law, that I might gain them that are under the
law; To them that are without law, as without law, (being not
without law to God, but under the law to Christ,) that I might gain

them that are without law. To the weak became I as weak, that I
might gain the weak: I am made all things to all men, that I might
by all means save some. And this I do for the gospel’s sake, that I

might be partaker thereof with you.” 1 Corinthians 9:20-23.
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In other to win men to the saving knowledge of Christ, Paul
became dynamic and we also must learn how to be dynamic

without compromising God's Truth.
My ministry could have been doubted by my host if I didn't obey

that still voice to take off my shoes. Now, I'm not saying it's the
approved pattern for the new testament Church to take off their
shoes, NO! I don't operate in that way either, but if God led those

people to operate like that and it has no appearance of immorality
and ungodliness then it's OK, so long as they are under God. I will
only be against such if there was any appearance of sin and evil in

it. In other for us to gain the weak for the Lord, We sometimes
may also appear weak. We use all things to gain all things for
Christ who is the head over all things for the Church's sake.
Hallelujah!
To win God, you must take off those shoes of hardiness towards

divine instructions. In other to win a dying world out there, we
must take off the shoes of legalism and human traditions too. Be
flexible for God to use. Use all things to gain all things for the

Lord and your reward in eternity will not be few.
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Dearly beloved, don't also forget that those dirty shoes of sin and
worldly compromise won't follow you to heaven as you must take

them off your feet if you must enter through those pearly gates that
baptize men into eternal life.

Moses was instructed to take off his shoes:
"And he said, Draw not nigh hither: put off thy shoes from off thy
feet, for the place whereon thou standest is holy ground."

Exodus 3:5.
If you have known and perceived how holy and pure our calling is,
you will never take dwelling in the secret place of God for granted

again, you will want to be like Peter the Apostle.
"And it came to pass, as they departed from him, Peter said unto
Jesus, Master, it is good for us to be here: and let us make three
tabernacles; one for thee, and one for Moses, and one for Elias..."
Luke 9:33.

"Then Simon Peter answered him, Lord, to whom shall we go?
thou hast the words of eternal life." John 6:68.
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MY ENCOUNTER WITH A
HUNCH-BACK WITCH
DOCTOR
“Moses should not dare to confront pharaoh if

Moses has not first met with God.”
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Years ago, we had just finished waiting on God for some days at
camp of faith, Okigwe, and three of us decided to go to our

villages with the anointing we had received through the mountain
prayers to cast out evil forces from our fathers' houses. When it
was the turn of the Mbaise brother, we went to his house and came

out at midnight to make prayers for the family and then the battle
began… We saw a short man with hunch back holding a stick like
a staff and pointing towards us, he said as I paraphrase; "why are
you people troubling me here?"
(This was happening physically, and not in a vision).

As the leader amongst us, I told them to say nothing as we
continued praying. Suddenly, the man brought out some items and
began doing enchantments whilst we prayed. He was facing us and

chanting while we faced him praying… After a little while, the
man said in Igbo language that we will die the following year and
then he added this; "unu ga amara na obu mu bu Ejiofor 1 of

Mbaise" (In English: "you all will know that I am the Ejiofor 1 of
Mbaise"). An "ejiofor" is a sole traditional spiritual head over a

territory.
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We Prayed more in tongues and I told the brethren that the reverse
of the man's curse shall be the case, so we went in for a short

sleep, with our eyes half opened.

It was very early in the morning and as we were about to leave, the

man had called his sons to lock the main gate and we had no
option but to pass a backside bushy path to get to the road. The
experience was more dreadful than i could have explained here.
Exactly one year after that December incident, we (my brethren
and i) were still alive, but the hunch back witch doctor had already

died and was buried by men. He died the very same year he said
we were to die.

As I remembered this incident recently, I suddenly saw reasons
with the truth of the scriptures that talks about the security of ALL
believers

in

Christ.

"For

whatsoever

is

born

of

God

OVERCOMETH THE WORLD: and this is the victory that
overcometh the world, even our faith." 1 John 5:4.
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When Satanists threaten you, fear not, for instead of you to be in
trouble, they themselves will be in trouble not because by yourself

you are powerful, but because YOU ARE HEAVILY AND
JEALOUSLY DEFENDED BY THE MAN OF WAR ( The Lord
Jesus Christ Himself).

"The LORD is a warrior; Yahweh is his name!" Exodus 15:3.
Christian Nwoke is my name and I AM HEAVILY DEFENDED.
Somebody mention your name and say I AM HEAVILY
DEFENDED IN JESUS NAME!
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THE NIGHT DEMONS FELL
UNDER THE POWER
“One mention of the name “Jesus "can put the
entire host of hell to flight.”
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I remember that it was mid year and I had already received several
visions of an attack of the devil coming my way. I prayed against

it and this was how it happened one night; I was alone with God
and His holy Angels in a dark corner, plugged into the socket of
the Spirit, I was praying in tonguing and felt the glory of God all

over me.
Suddenly, this happened; two boys rushed towards me that dark
night in the form of an attack and as they came very close to
touching me I raised up my voice with a louder tongue and echoed
"JESUS“. One of them asked me aggressively "who are you"? and

I replied, "I am a servant of the Lord". So they both moved
backwards.
Their mission was what I didn't understand but then, that was the

same night I saw the devil falling under the power of God by a
dark corner in a bushy path and he could not stand up. One of
them began confessing all his evils to me (I didn't even say

anything before he started confessing). He said to me: "Pastor I be
sinner...Abeg, God fit forgive me?” And I said "YES, GOD CAN

FORGIVE YOU".
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I went straight to him and laid hands on him and before five (5)
seconds, he was already rolling on the ground (Note: this one was

not an organized anointing service oh!).

I touched the head of the other one and cursed every foundational

demon troubling him, and he joined his syndicate rolling on the
floor, but this one was shouting seriously and his shouts attracted
soldiers who began flashing lights towards us and even came near
us. I took them up and said a final word of prayer again and before
I could conclude, the devils in them were all on the stony floor

again as they started shouting. After the devils left them, one of
them stood up shouting "wetin dey happen to me, wetin dey
happen to me...? (Vernacular for saying "what is happening to

me"?) And this attracted people to come around there.

I had to pick them up again and led them to a confession of faith in

the Precious and the Saving Blood of Jesus Christ.
Blessed be God!!!
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I AM HEAVILY DEFENDED BY THE SPECIAL ARMED
FORCES OF HEAVEN. I REPEAT, TO ALL OF US WHO ARE

FOUND UPON THE ROCK OF AGES, WE ARE HEAVILY
DEFENDED IN JESUS NAME.

Beloved, Evangelism is most effective when there is power. "And,
behold, I send the promise of my Father upon you: but TARRY YE
in the city of Jerusalem, until ye be endued with power from on
high." Luke 24:49.

We must learn how to tarry daily in prayer and the Word. We must
also learn how to tarry in fasting. With these combined, power will
be all over us anywhere we go for the work of the gospel.

Don't listen to Laodicean believers who proclaim grace daily but
know nothing about prayer and fasting. Those fellows run away

when they come across tough spiritual situations as I have shared.
May the Lord Grace us daily! Blessed be our God and His Christ.
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SUICIDE, NOT THE WAY!
“…Cursed is everyone that hangeth on a tree.”
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Last saturday night, the lead Pastor of a Church in California, USA
committed suicide. His wife and family are bereaved today.

"Man of GOD pray for me...I don't know what's happening to
me...every time i feel like killing myself." The above words in
quote was just sent to me one afternoon via WhatsApp from

someone in Zimbabwe.

The struggle for survival is real sir. Forget all the outward display,
many people are feeling suicidal today. Yes, many people! Many
big figures we openly celebrate today are secretly dying inwardly

from depression. Some time ago, an American senator committed
suicide. Was money his problem? No!

This thing is a deeper issue. I feel for the late American Pastor's
family, especially the wife and children he left behind. My sincere
condolence to the family. Nobody is totally free from the

temptations of depression, both for the peasants, bourgeoise and
aristocrats. We all have our ups and down. But is suicide the way

out? Definitely no!
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You must be joking sirs! Suicide entails one taking his or her own
life, thereby, abridging God's program for his/her life. That is not

just a work of the flesh but a demonic invasion of the human soul.
Suicide is a violation of divine ordinance. Suicide is cowardice.
Suicide is never the way out! What saith the scripture in such

matters?
"Blessed is the man that endureth temptation: for when he is tried,
he shall receive the crown of life, which the Lord hath promised to
them that love him.” James 1:12.
In vain is the thought that a man that cannot endure the temptation

of depression will make it to heaven. Is suicide not also selfinflicted murder? How can such a person wear the crown of life
after failing to endure trials? I am writing to correct the thinking of

the present day Laodicean/Apostate Christians from thinking that
suicide isn't a sin. Suicide is a capital offence that fetches the
guilty eternal hell as a price.

Please stay away from suicide sir/ma! There's so much God has
deposited in you to be truncated by suicide! "...But he that

endureth to the end shall be saved." Matthews 10:22.
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How will you be saved when you can't endure trials to the end?
See Proverbs 24:10. Forget that emotional, lukewarm and

compromising belief you've held since time immemorial. Suicide
is influenced by demons.
The spirit of suicide is the mother of depression, that's why we

must constantly pursue God's presence to keep us away from
depression. Continuous fellowship with the Blessed Holy Spirit is
the realest antidepressant.
"...The garment of praise for the spirit of heaviness..." Isaiah 61:3.
Can you see now that heaviness/depression is a spirit I mean a

demon entity?
This spirit is very terrible as it is caused by the feeling of rejection
and thus, persistent depression always strives to climax itself into

the demonic act of suicide. If you always suffer depression, I beg
of you to seek godly counselling.
But also know that a man of prayer and the word cannot know the

way of depression because the fire on his spiritual altar is enough
to keep that beast away from the temple of his mind. If asked to

define suicide, here is what I will say:
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Suicide is man forsaking God and burying himself into self. Thus,
the person becomes a candidate of self-destruction. Whether it is

done by a clergy or non clergy, suicide cannot be justified in the
judgment scales of God.
We must never subscribe to it as it is a sin against our ELOHIM

(maker). "For the wages of sin is death; but the gift of God is
eternal life through Jesus Christ our Lord" Romans 6:23.
Death in the above text implies eternal hell. You wouldn't want to
be where Judas is today, would you? So don't go the way of Judas.
If you're always feeling depressed, it is a sure sign that you are

lacking the Comforter which is the Spirit of Prayer! You can't be
on fire for God and still subscribe to suicide. It is impossible. It is
an error with eternal wounds.

I know you're hurting inside, but take comfort in the fellowship of
Christ. The Blessed Holy Spirit is the comforter, so He cannot be
inside you and you still feel comfortless.

Whenever you feel comfortless ask the Holy Spirit where He is
and He will show up. The eternal promise of heaven is enough for

us to fight until the end.
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The Spirit of God cannot lead you into suicide (sin), He can only
lead you into comfort (eternal life) "when He comes.“ "I will not

leave you comfortless, I will come to you...But the Comforter,
which is the Holy Ghost, whom the Father will send in my name,

He shall teach you all things, and bring all things to your
remembrance, whatsoever I have said unto you...Peace I leave
with you, my peace I give unto you: not as the world giveth, give I

unto you. Let not your heart be troubled, neither let it be afraid.”
John 14:18;26-27.
"Man of God, pray for me...I don't know what's happening to

me...every time I feel like killing myself“. Here is always my
response to such messages: "Please don't kill yourself beloved
because if you do, the struggle continues in hell and there won't be
any hope of making things right by then, as it will be too late to
amend.” In this perilous times, forget all else and pursue an

undefiled fellowship with RUACH HAKADOSH (The Blessed
Holy Spirit). God loves you beloved! Never buy into the lies of
satan to resort to suicide as a way out. Suicide brings everlasting

and irredeemable curse to the soul involved in it. "...Cursed is
everyone that hangeth on a tree." Galatians 3:13.
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REINHARD BONNKE IN
HELL...?
“Likewise also these filthy dreamers defile the flesh,
despise dominion, and speak evil of dignities.”

Jude 1:8
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Reinhard Bonnke is in hell... Billy Graham has been roasting in
hell fire since last year… Since over 2,000 years after Jesus died,

only ten (10) persons have entered heaven.
MY TWO EARS ARE CLOSED OH! PLEASE DON'T OPEN

THEM FOR ME BECAUSE I DON'T WANT TO HEAR
AGAIN...
There is this sect of "Christians" that claim to have the golden

keys to heaven and they also claim to know the names of all who
are in heaven and those in hell. They even help people to check if
their names are in the book of life. If you don't accept their

dogmas and legalistic doctrines, any day you die, the next day they
will claim to have seen you in hell even if you did end up in
heaven. Please, do you know these people? Majority of them seem
to be in Nigeria and Kenya, in Africa today. In order to establish
any new "doctrine of faith" amongst them, they must confirm it

with a self imposed dream or demonic vision.
Few weeks ago, i saw on the internet from one of their proselytes
that anyone that eats Apple will go to hell fire because Apple is a

demonic fruit which caused the fall of Adam and Eve.
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Some also said, eating sardine, using aloe-vera plant, taking

vitamin C e.t.c. are all gateways to hell fire. Ohhh! come on!
People that believe this doctrines of demons, is it that you're
quarreling with Paul's letter to the Church in Colosse?

"Wherefore if ye be dead with Christ from the rudiments of the
world, why, as though living in the world, are ye subject to
ordinances, (Touch not; taste not; handle not; Which all are to

perish with the using;) after the COMMANDMENTS AND
DOCTRINES OF MEN?” Colossians 2:20-22.
THE PURPOSE/INTENT OF THIS DEMONIC VISIONS ARE;
1. To make heaven seem impossible and to create a
portrait of a wicked Father God, especially to the young

believers.
2. To promote the kingdom of man.
Those who share such visions are highly possessed with lying

demons that supply them these false visions and dreams. They
actually see what they claim to see but this happens in the second
heavens where fallen angels create false pictures to them and they
run back to earth with it not knowing that they have been deceived
to deceive others.
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The goal of the wicked spirits teaching them these lies is to make
heaven seem hard to every believer, thus, many struggling

believers give up in the heavenly race because they say, if faithful
generals in God's kingdom could go to hell after serving God then

who are we? Thus, they retreat and are back to Babylon which is
also Egypt.
I especially pity the ones that share such false visions out of greed

and lust for popularity. Some of them project their minds to
produce such visions and when the vision comes to them because
of the estate of their minds, they say alas! "The Lord has

spoken...”
business..."

"For a dream cometh through the multitude of
Eccl 5:3.

IMPORTANT TO NOTE:
I believe that God gives visions of heaven and hell. For myself, I
have appeared before the judgment throne in a vision before and I

found mercy. I have seen the Apostles fellowshipping in heaven
before. I have seen the glorified face of Christ Himself and have
walked with Him and more, but all that was shown to me was

never to establish a doctrine.
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God is not a talkative my friend. Before you start asking Him for
the names of those in hell, check yourself because your name may

be on the top of that infamous list. For when your heart is
desperately wicked to see only your small doctrinal sect in heaven

and others in hell, you are already a candidate of hell fire.
YOU CAN REPENT NOW AND BELIEVE THE TRUTH OF
THE LOVE OF JESUS CHRIST THAT DESIRES THE

SALVATION OF MULTITUDES OF MEN AND WOMEN.
Now that I have written this I know that this will also be a
deterrent to stop those descendants of lies Now, that I have written

this, I know that this will also be a deterrent to stop those
descendants of lies from seeing someone that looks like Reinhard
Bonnke in hell since he's the latest general that has crossed over to
Glory at the time of my writing this book. In the name of the Lord
Christ, WE REBUKE all false visions and revelations projected to

confuse the Body of Christ. Reinhard Bonnke, Billy Graham and
co that served God whilst they were on earth, by now I am sure
that heaven is serving them eternally in the Paradise of God AS

LONG AS THEY SERVED GOD IN FAITHFULNESS ON THIS
SIDE JORDAN.
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Chapter Twenty-Six

SHE IS STILL NOT YOUR
WIFE!
“Until it is right, it is never right!”
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She may be tying your wrapper on her waist right now as we
speak. She may be sharing and exchanging the same inner wears

with you. People in the streets may have started calling her by
your first name as "Mrs", but sir, the Word of God has asked me to

tell you that, SHE IS STILL NOT YOUR WIFE.
Somewhere in your heart now you may be saying "but I have plans
of marrying her soon..." I'm very sorry for intercepting your heart

sir, but UNTIL IT IS RIGHT, IT IS NEVER RIGHT.
I am talking to that brother that vibrates in tongues in the open and
secretly returns to bed with a lady HEHAS NOT YET PAID HER

DOWRY and WEDDED before the congregation of God.
Children may have started coming from the COHABITATION,
you may even have seven children now that have graduated from
College, but sir, as long as the right things have not been done,
SHE IS STILL NOT YOUR BELONGING!

We have finally arrived at that godless age where marriage is no
longer honourable before men and women.
SIN IS NOW MORE HONOURABLE TO US THAN SIMPLE

OBEDIENCE TO THE DICTATES OF GOD.
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The very things the Word of God clearly warns us against are the
very same things our fallen nature (inner self) pursues after.

MARRIAGE

IS

HONOURABLE

in

all,

and

the

BED

UNDEFILED: but whoremongers and ADULTERERS GOD WILL

JUDGE. Hebrews 13:4.
If the foundation of THAT UNION didn't start with God, how do
you expect God to live inside the building? Don't you think you

are about to raise a generation of children that Satan will have a
LEGAL RIGHT to fight against?
Some sisters that didn't fall by the sword of ice cream finally fell

by the MISSILE OF A COCKTAIL PARTY, by and by they got
pregnant and moved over to cohabit with a man that doesn't even
know the address of their village.
I know that this is THE SEASON OF PURGING where God is
wanting to correct many things we think are right but are sincerely

wrong for we can be SINCERELY WRONG IN SIN.
God will help us to get things right this time and after this, we will
NEVER AGAIN fall into costly errors again that have the legal

CAPACITY TO ENSLAVE our children's children.
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That Prophet may still not have told you this truth because he
doesn't want to lose you and your gifts to the reality of the truth

but God is calling you back to the TRUTH HIMSELF (JESUS
CHRIST).

If they prophesy to you again that your boyfriend will soon get a
promotion and take good care of you, please tell them that

MARRIAGE IS HONOURABLE with the BED UNDEFILED.
UNTIL YOU HAVE MADE IT RIGHT BEFORE GOD AND
MAN, NEVER FORGET THAT SHE IS STILL NOT YOUR

WIFE!
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LEAVING AND CLEAVING
“Until you can freely say "all I have is thine,” You
are yet married.”
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There are two things every couple must do to have a glorious
marriage before God.

These are: 1- LEAVING and; 2- CLEAVING.
I don't want to do much exegesis on this but you will just have to

LEAVE self and foolishness to be able to stay with a partner.
You will have to leave having things go your own way every time.
Marriage will bend you and those who refuse this bending have

separated and broken homes today.
You will have to Leave self, Leave pride, Leave arrogance etc,
before your true cleaving begins. On the matter of CLEAVING:

Get ready to CLEAVE with that person spiritually. That's why you
have no business yoking yourself with an unbeliever (someone
who doesn't believe in what you believe as touching Jesus and His
kingdom). Selah!
Mental cleaving, emotional cleaving, sexual cleaving, all these

shall the twain twist into in togetherness for all the days of their
lives. There is financial cleaving too where both partners have no
secrecy on money matters. Each must be willing to say to the

other, "all I have is thine..."
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If you don't leave and cleave properly, your home will be as unto
Gog and Magog (daily Armageddon battles in that union).

Imagine cleaving with someone who isn't God's Perfect will for
you? Imagine hell on earth.

You can't expect to cleave to an unbeliever and still have Peace.
May God help all who are planning to LEAVE and to CLEAVE

soon. In that relationship of yours, don't think that partner will
change for good after wedding. Many persons have fallen into
deception through this.

Those habits you see in the relationship today will always be
functional in marriage tomorrow. It is foolishness to court with an
unbeliever thinking that they will repent after wedding.
To Cleave Properly, don't only Pray, but also WATCH carefully.

"Therefore shall A MAN LEAVE his father and his mother, and
SHALL CLEAVE unto his wife: and they shall be one flesh."
Genesis 2:24.
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Chapter Twenty-Eight

THE PRICE FOR PEACE FOR
EVERY HOME
“Peace is priceless for every home…
in all your getting, get peace.”
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The Price for Peace
For Everyone

I normally don't like sleeping with lights at night. I love to observe
"lights out" once it's late night. But for my wife, it happens that

she CANNOT sleep without the room lights turned on, from night
till morning.

This here is a strong personality difference which is influenced by
our different upbringing. Immediately we got married and I
noticed this, I adjusted to sleeping with lights turned on which is

strange to me, and guess what? I had to do it for peace to reign.
I gave up something I used to like which my spouse doesn't like.
That's called sacrifice!

"Likewise, ye husbands, dwell with them according to knowledge,
giving honour unto the wife, as unto the weaker vessel, and as
being heirs together of the grace of life; that your prayers be not
hindered." 1 Peter 3:7.
For couples that desire to exist in holy oneness, without learning

the art of consistent sacrifice for your spouse, you will be inviting
Armageddon into your home. Little issues as this and more has
gotten couples fighting daily in different places.
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I read on the newspaper one time where a couple divorced because

of tooth paste. The man usually takes small quantity while the wife
likes packing it and the quarrel broke into a fight one day, then it
graduated afterwards to a divorce.

The tooth paste wasn't the hidden cause of that divorce but lack of
sacrifice which was not first dealt with through the denial of self
and consistency in the place of prayer.

THE PRICE FOR PEACE IN THAT EVER QUARRELLING
UNION IS CALLED SACRIFICE!
The day the spirit of sacrifice enters into the lives of such couples,
that same day, quarrels and fightings will exit their home. May the
Lord give us Wisdom and Understanding.

"And though I bestow all my goods to feed the poor, and though I
give my body to be burned, and have not charity, it profiteth me
nothing. Charity suffereth long, and is kind; charity envieth not;

charity vaunteth not itself, is not puffed up, Doth not behave itself
unseemly, seeketh not her own, is not easily provoked, thinketh no
evil; Rejoiceth not in iniquity, but rejoiceth in the truth; Beareth
all things, believeth all things, hopeth all things, endureth all
things.
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Charity never faileth: but whether there be prophecies, they shall

fail; whether there be tongues, they shall cease; whether there be
knowledge, it shall vanish away.” 1 Corinthians 13:3-8.
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Chapter Twenty-Nine

A COCKROACH ON MY
FOREHEAD?
“Spiritual attacks are real, but more real is our
victory in Christ”
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A Cockroach On My
Forehead

Some years ago as I slept, I saw a man in my dream pointing his

index finger towards my forehead and threatening me because I
had severely damaged his works by setting his captives free.
I resisted him offensively with an attack in that realm and as I did

so, I slapped my forehead PHYSICALLY with my right hand as he
pointed at me and behold i woke up and a live cockroach was on
my forehead and I killed it immediately.

This was strange as I had never experienced such before.
Whoever that agent of the devil was, that pointed hands towards
me in the dream was defeated both spiritually and physically.
His assignment was utterly aborted and by virtue of the death of
the totem he used for the attack, that agent of darkness ceased to

exist. Beloved of God, I want to tell you a truth. This may sound
casual but it is serious.
SPIRITUAL WARFARE IS REAL!

I have heard of many who died physically because of direct
spiritual attack in a dream. Please don't allow ignorance in matters
of spiritual warfare to abort and to rob you of your destiny.
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In Ephesians 6, Paul said; "WE WRESTLE...", that means "WE

FIGHT" and our fight is real.

Reckon that the weapons of our warfare are not carnal. WATCH

AND PRAY and when you do, always remember to CAST OUT
DEVILS because there are no good devils out there. Not one!

"For the weapons of our warfare are not carnal, but mighty
through God to the PULLING DOWN OF STRONG HOLDS,
casting down imaginations, and every high thing that exalteth
itself against the knowledge of God, and BRINGING INTO
CAPTIVITY every thought to the obedience of Christ."

2 Corinth 10:4-5.
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Chapter Thirty

SCORPION IN THE CROWD
“A yielded arrow in the land of God is better than a
million arrows in the quiver of a strange man”
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Scorpion In the Crowd

Thousands gathered in the Church auditorium as even the

overflow outside was filled to capacity. The Preacher was
sweating profusely in performance, then, a sister in the auditorium
began to scream. The Preacher calmed the congregation with an

"AMEN" but the Lady was still on the floor screaming
uncontrollably.
Ushers were happy that the anointing tonight was too heavy. Other

members said "Ahhh, Papa‘s anointing tonight is corrosive"! The
entire auditorium is now quiet except for the screams of this lady.
"She is demon possessed and manifesting in deliverance", they
said. Here comes the Preacher now standing in front of this Lady
as the ushers made way for him.

He started exorcism on the girl.
"Ogbanje come out..."
"Marine spirit catch fire!!!"

"Spirit of lesbianism your time is up..."
(He prays in tongues now)
"My back, it's in my back..." She says.
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The Preacher takes a second thought and asks a female usher to

check her back. They surrounded her as she was in their middle, so
another usher helps her to remove her blouse and behold...It was a
scorpion!

The little scorpion had entered into her clothe and stung her
mercilessly, that's why she was screaming all the while. The
Preacher was humbled to see that it wasn't the anointing that made

the entire congregation stand in awe this time, but a little scorpion.
One little scorpion had just mesmerized an entire congregation of
thousands.
Now, this is exactly what God is saying to you: You are not too
small to cause a positive change in your generation. You can be

that little scorpion that will shake the nations of the world with the
gift inside you. You may have been rejected by colleagues and
friends or even family, but just as that scorpion couldn't cause an

uproar in it's habitat which is the desert until it came to a place
where human beings dwelled, likewise you, if you can come out of
the desert of disobedience and fleshly comfort into the light of
obedience and submission to God, God will use you.
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Remember, the scorpion shook the crowd that day, not the

Preacher's anointing. The scorpion was useful in the field, not at
home. Get on the field of where God has called you to be and start
the action.

Forget all the noise people are making now because soon they will
all be quiet and pay attention to you and hear you out. Nothing is
too small to shake something.

I see you becoming that little scorpion that shall sting Satan and
his cohorts out of your family, nation and generation in Jesus
name!
If you believe, on your knees now, let us Pray!
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Chapter Thirty-One

THE UNIVERSAL DISASTER
CALLED PRIDE
“May the very things God used to bless us not be the
very things we will use to destroy ourselves. Beware,
beauty corrupts”
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The Universal Disaster
Called Pride

It was the same spirit that destroyed him in heaven. From being

the most anointed Angel of God, he became the most wanted
enemy of God. The one that used to walk on the celestial stones of
fire is now the chief principality of hellfire.

"Thou art the anointed cherub that covereth; and I have set thee
so: thou wast upon the holy mountain of God; thou hast walked up
and down in the midst of the stones of fire." Ezekiel 28:14.

The same spirit that turned Lucifer to Satan is now turning many
of us into something else. Just a little breakthrough you are seeing
now, and nobody looks like somebody to you again. You are
privileged to Pastor a well attended assembly and everyone must
now bow to you or else... Everyone you come across now appears

like a nonentity to you because of the "little graces" you carry and
you are feeling you have arrived? Sir, that glory will not last long
if you don't adjust fast! The same spirit that dribbled Satan out of

heaven is now dribbling many of us and very few of us are getting
tired of this show. Bro. Luke is giving a testimony during a church
service and until the entire congregation understands that he is a
serious billionaire, he won't drop the microphone...Ahhh! time is
going.
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The Universal Disaster
Called Pride

A very young preacher I know now sells bangles and scapulars

that has his image on them, to all his members, and has threatened
them that anyone who refuses to buy these items has no guarantee

of divine security and can die anyhow. Charismatic pride and
arrogance has now become the newest devil in town. The same
spirit that turned an angel of light into darkness is now deceiving

most of us.
A little exaltation from God and we will want to trample everyone
under foot because of "I have arrived” syndrome. The same beauty

God gave Lucifer was the same thing that was used to corrupt him
from Glory.

"Thine heart was lifted up BECAUSE OF THY BEAUTY, thou hast
corrupted thy wisdom BY REASON OF THY BRIGHTNESS: I will

cast thee to the ground, I will lay thee before kings, that they may
behold thee.” Ezekiel 28:17.

You can now see that the beauty and the brightness God gave to
Lucifer was the same thing he allowed to get into his head.
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The Universal Disaster
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The once celebrated cherubim was now corrupted with pride and
thus, having become the "Satan" and the "devil" (the accuser and

the evil one) he eternally fell off the height of divine Grace.
Beloved, please don't let the pride of life to overtake you. The
pride of life is; to pride in the things you have accumulated and

acquired in this life.
May the very thing God has used to bless us not be the very thing

that will be used to destroy us in Jesus name. A little boy becomes
the first graduate in his village, and boom, he no longer has respect
for anyone, he goes about in arrogance correcting the grammar of

everyone in a bid to show off, as if accurate grammatical
expression is the root of our problem.
A young man is made the manager of his company and he begins

to deal with everyone as trash. Anyone who does not look like a
manager to you is thrown into the manger. You think they do not
deserve your greetings because they are not celebrities? Your
journey may be far sir! Very far! The Pride of knowledge, The
Pride of Anointing, The Pride of wealth and Pride of achievement,

these are all classified as PRIDE OF LIFE.
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"Love not the world, neither the things that are in the world. If any
man love the world, the love of the Father is not in him. For all

that is in the world, the lust of the flesh, and the lust of the eyes,
and THE PRIDE OF LIFE, IS NOT OF THE FATHER, but is of
the world." 1 John 2:15.

Humility is much more than we claim to know today. It is
summarized in us thinking of ourselves less, rather than exalting

ourselves above measures. We must also recognize that boasting in
our humility is also another form of pride.

"Let nothing be done through strife or vainglory; but in lowliness
of mind let each esteem other better than themselves. Look not
every man on his own things, but every man also on the things of

others. Let this mind be in you, which was also in Christ Jesus"
(Philippians 2:3-5).

Many of us have been able to defeat Satan but unable to defeat
pride the very spirit that destroyed Lucifer. Pride is an ancient

monster.
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When this monster grabs you, you become exalted at heart and say
"there is none like unto me..." God wants to help us...God wants to

promote us...but the same God is "afraid" of blessing many of us
because he doesn't want the pride of our blessings to corrupt us.
So, He has learnt how to allow us to grow into maturity before

committing great things into our hands that can facilitate our
destruction.

A little promotion and some of us will fire everyone around us and
even fire God by quitting intimacy with him. Like Lucifer, may

the pride of our beauty and brightness never corrupt us again in
Jesus name!

Please I want to ask you, is this not a very serious matter?
If it is, can we send a CRY to God NOW?
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Chapter Thirty-two

DON'T FEAR
CORONAVIRUS YET!
“The Spirit and the Bride says come…”

Rev 22:17
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After the Rapture of Saints...There will be a LOCUST INVASION
of the planet earth. This locusts have teeth like lions and their sting

is as painful as SCORPION BITE. These are coming from the
FOUR WINDS and all men who are left behind will be self
QUARANTINED for five months because of the terror of this

locust bite. The sun and the entire cosmos will be utterly darkened
in this coming days as men will seek death but even death will

become terrified by these great events!
What is Covid19 in the face of the APOCALYPSE IN ITS
PRIME? All over the world, the sons of men wear FACE MASK

for fear of the infant Covid 19, but what will they wear to avoid
this scorpion stings at the SOUND OF THE FIFTH TRUMPET by
the fifth Angel that has the keys of the bottomless pit?

I, Christian Nwoke, I can hear the voice of the Angels with the
trumpets echo hither: "The Spirit and the Bride says come...”
Covid 19 is but a herald to prepare the way for the seven seals,
seven trumpets and the seven bowls of judgment that shall fall on

the earth after the Rapture of saints.
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The earth is groaning as it awaits the new earth. The heavens are
wailing as they await the new heavens. All things will be new

again when the Kingdom of Jesus Messiah shall come literally to
the dwellings of men.
In those days, men will desire death but death will flee from them

because they had rejected the Washing of their spirit by the
precious Blood of the Lamb of God.

Your preachers have done well to give you all the keys to wealth
but have not told you of these things that sound strange but are
100% scriptural truths as confirmed in Revelation 9.

Stop the romance with Babylon and Egypt...Prepare the Way!
"The Spirit and the Bride say come..." Wake up the Ekklesia

(Church) wherever you find her, for Messiah is just at the door
waiting to take her home!
PREACH AND SUPPORT THE KINGDOM GOSPEL. They that
are stuck with vanities shall be worthless for eternity. "Behold, I
come quickly: blessed is he that keepeth the sayings of the

prophecy of this book." Revelation 22:7.
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THE VOICE OF ONE!

NOTE:
This message is not designed to make you scared. Only those who
aren't right with God get scared at hearing such tidings. This

message is designed to simply get you prepared for the Return of
the Messiah whose elect I know you are.
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IT WON'T TAKE LONG
“When the roll is called up yonder will you be
there?”
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It won't take long, believers will check out of earth through the
Rapture. It won't take long, the new world order through the

W.H.O will introduce a vaccine as a prevention against another
global pandemic worst than Coronavirus, and all who take this
vaccine as a chip in their right hand or forehead will have taken

the mark of the beast ignorantly (Conditioned upon the Rapture
which would have taken place by that time...the mark of the beast

won't be effective until the Church is first taken away).

It won't take long and the Antichrist will be here and shall control

the economy and the politics of all nations through a one world
government. No access to schools. No access to your jobs. No
access to significant places (airports, toll gates, bus/train terminals

etc). No access to your bank accounts unless you take the
implanted chips (the mark of the beast).

The global lockdown of the Covid 19 is but a shadow of what is to
come. Revelation 13:16 said the Mark is going to be "IN" the

right hand or "IN" the forehead,
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so the beast will ensure he does it exactly as the scripture says it
(INSIDE the right hand or INSIDE the forehead, not "ON" the

surface but right "INSIDE"... Use KJV, to study the above
scripture because being the oldest Bible version, it should be the
most trusted).
It's so sad that billions of souls will be chipped with this demonic
"666 seal" because deception is the greatest instrument and the

most potent weapon of this beast that rides on the first white horse
(imitating Christ that shall return in a white horse) at the unlocking
of the first seal.

It won't take long and there will be no more organized worship
centers but secret house and bush fellowships all over the world.
So, why brag about the goodly estate and the finesse of your

earthly temples that shall soon mean nothing.
It won't take long and our big halls will become Antichrist torture

camps and the preachers that pursued mammon instead of souls
will run far away from their own cathedrals because nothing else
will matter again! Selah! Does it mean we shouldn't build fine and

good edifices as we await the Messiah's return?
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Nay! We shall build these for the glory of God without any
attachment of vain glory and we shall play our glorious role on

earth "TO OCCUPY" until the return of Jesus the Messiah.
It won't take long and all these vanities we are pursuing and
storing here and there will lose their worth by becoming absolutely

worthless before all eyes.

It won't take long...It won't take long and the same Jesus whose
love you deny everyday will judge you at the white throne
judgment and you know mercy is only obtained on this side

Jordan, not on the other side. It won't take long and I won't be here
sharing messages with you again as I do daily.

Don't be deceived!
Don't be left behind!...because, It won't take long...!
We shall all meet at the Master's feet when the roll is called up
yonder.
Maranatha!
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CALL TO ACTION
If this book has touched your life, please do the following if you
have not:

1. Receive Jesus Christ into your life today by confessing and
forsaking your sins.
2. Start a new relationship with God via daily meditation on His

Word (The Bible).
3. Fix a time of meeting with God in Prayers daily and be
consistent with it. Consistency births power.

4. Join a body of believers to grow your faith the more and also
look for a spiritual instructor whose words can help you grow and

become more rooted in the faith.
5. Separate yourself from every form of ungodly association.
6.Share the goodness of Christ's salvation daily with someone and

be consistent in the practice of soul winning.
CONTACT INFORMATION

+2347032469360 / +2347035008709
christiannwokeministries@gmail.com
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OTHER FREE MATERIALS
Do you know that you can download free audio sermons on the
internet preached by Christian Nwoke? Below Are Some Of The
Audio Sermons Preached By The Author For Free Downloads:

S/N

SERMONS

1

Obtaining The Crown of Glory

2

The Ministry of Satan Exposed

3

No Weapon 1 & 2

4

The Pathway of Glory 1 & 2

5

The Slaughter of The Kings

6

The Making Of Deliverers

7

Stopping The Mouths Of Lions

8

Teach Us To Pray

9

The mystery of the Blood 1&2

10

Civilian Kings
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S/N

SERMONS

Other Free Materials

S/N

SERMONS

11

The Miracle of Thanksgiving

23

Marriage - The Mysterious
Union

12

Obtaining The Crown of Glory

24

The Parable of Greatness

12

Priesthood And Sacrifice

25

Beauty For Ashes

14

Activities of the Altar

26

By A Mighty Hand

15

The Power of Praying in the
Spirit

27

The Anointing Of
Jerubbaal

16

The Revelation of The End

28

The Eagles Retreat

17

My Faithful Martyrs

29

The Sword of The Spirit

18

The Perilous Times

30

The Armour of God

19

He Healed Them All

31

Dealing With Ancient
Horns

20

The Passing Saviour

32

Breaking the Horn of
Witchcraft

21

The Church Age

33

Binding the Strong Man
1&2

22

Upon This Rock

34

Recovering My Star
1&2
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And more than a hundred more Spirit-filled sermons that can stir
you up into living the life of God and accurately representing God
in your generation. If you have been blessed by this book, and you
are led to partner or to become a partner with your resources for
the wider spread of this free book, our free audio / visual sermons
and for the further advancement of God’s kingdom through us
globally, kindly use the details below;
BANK NAME: Access Bank Nigeria PLC.
ACC NUMBER: 0052630417
ACC NAME: Nwoke Christian Obinna
ACC TYPE: Savings.
ADDRESS: Kubwa, Abuja, Nigeria.
FOR THOSE OUTSIDE NIGERIA!
BANK NAME: Access Bank Nigeria PLC.
ACC NUMBER: 0793672570
SWIFT CODE: ABNGNGLA
ACC NAME: Nwoke Obinna Christian
ACC TYPE: Dollar [USD] Account.
ADDRESS: H101 Nan Quarters Street, Byazhin Kubwa, Abuja
Nigeria.

For Enquiries, email:
christiannwokeministries@gmail.com

Your Labour of Love will Be Eternally Honoured and Rewarded
By Heaven.
TO GOD BE ALL THE GLORY ETERNALLY!
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